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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky Board of
Education plans to name a new education commissioner,
brushing aside a request from Gov.-elect Steve Beshear to
reopen a search for someone to fill the spot.
Chairman Joe Brothers said the board
has selected a candidate from four finalists
and wants to make an announcement Nov.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Neighbors, road crews and emegency personnel help saw and clean up after strong winds — which eyewitnesses say was a tornado — blew a large tree onto Butterworth Road between Ky. 94 West and Ky 121 North.

"We've heard a message over the last
few days from across the state that it is time
to make a decision," Brothers said.
The comments came days after Beshear
asked the board to reopen the search nationally, hire a new search firm and seek additional candidates so it would have a broader
pool of people to draw from. Beshear said in
a brief statement Wednesday that he is "deeply disappointed':
in the board's decision to forgo another search.
•
In May, the state school board hired Illinois educatoi
Barbara Erwin, but she resigned from the $220,000 pos
(
.
shortly after amid controversy over errors on her resume and
criticism of her leadership in past jobs. The hiring process
has drawn scrutiny since Erwin's hiring and resignation.
Brothers said the board's decision had nothing to do with
Beshear. Instead, Brothers said, board members feared the
integrity of the search would have been jeopardized had it
scrapped its current batch of finalists.
"We have some responsibility to these people who have
applied," he said. "Now, had it turned out today that they
were not the quality people we wanted to be our commissioner, then certainly it would've been a different outcome
completely — whether or not the governor had approached

Strong winds strike Stella
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
& TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
STELLA, Ky. — Lexie Lamb
picked an exciting day to be sick
and have to stay home from
school.
Lamb and her mother,
Charrnaine, were at their home on
Butterworth Road Wednesday
afternoon when a strong storm
moved through the area and sent
two of their trees crashing to the
ground. One fell across the road
and diverted traffic between Ky.
121 and Ky. 94 West.
Eyewitnesses believe winds
that caused the damage near
Stella were from a tornado.
"I heard a 'Kaboom! and a
'Whish!" Lexie said.
Channaine said just before the
high winds hit that hail started
falling. With Lexie getting a bit
frightened, Charmaine tried to
comfort her.
"I opened a window and said it
was only the wind, and just then I
heard it and closed the window."
she recalled.
Across the road, Tim Forth had
just made it inside along with
Dustin and Kenneth Lax when the
winds hit.
"Everything was going in a circular motion." Dustin Lax said.
"We didn't have time to do

anything," added Forth.
"As soon as it hit," Kenneth
Lax said, "it was gone."
Damage reported in Stella
seems to have been some of the
worst caused by a storm front that
blasted through the area and
caused primarily minor damage.
Calloway County 911 reported
trees down and a possible tornado
at 2:27 p.m.
Although no damage was
reported to the Murray Police
Department, the winds caused
some damage in the county where
Kevin English, a spokesman for
Western Kentucky Rural Electric
members services, said power
outages were reported from trees
down north of Murray and Lynn
Grove.
"The subdivision there on
Diuguid Drive — Fallbrook,
where all the duplexes are — it
was out for a couple of hours and
that was due to some trees falling
on the lines," English said. "We
also had a little trouble with trees
down just north of Lynn Grove."
Mike Wilson, field supervisor
for the Murray Electric System,
said the weather didn't cause any
disruptions within city limits.
"We didn't have anything last
night that I know of and we didn't
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
This tree in the Lambs' front yard along Butterworth Road was
pushed down by strong winds or possibly a tornado.

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
With just 32 shopping days between Thanksgiving and
Christmas and only 21 of those being shipping days, the
UPS Store of Murray and the United States Post Office are
giving people useful tips for holiday shipping.
For both the UPS Store and the Post Office, Mondays are
the busiest shipping days of the week; Friday and Saturday
are the slowest.
Scott Underwood, owner of the UPS Store, wants customers to be aware of key shipping dates, which will make
the holiday shipping process easier for everyone.
December 19 is the deadline for packages to be delivered
on Dec. 24. Packages mailed Dec. 20, 21 and 22 using UPS
Next Day Air will he delivered on Dec. 24.
Underwood encouraged residents to use the Dec. 19
deadline as a guideline for shipping.
UPS is even offering incentives for shipping, such as
$100 of free insurance, a tracking number to track the location of their package and a guaranteed delivery date.
According to Troy Utley, customer service supervisor at
the Murray Post Office, Dec. 20 is the deadline for first class
domestic mail, while Dec. 4 is the deadline for international

Senate president wants Mongiardo to vacate seat
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Now that Daniel Mongiardo
will be taking the oath of office
as lieutenant governor on Dec.
II, Senate President David
Williams wants him to vacate
his seat in the Senate immediately.
Mongiardo says he'll keep
his seat until he is officially
sworn in. however.
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The General Assembly starts
Jan. 8, and Williams, RBurkesville, said if Mongiardo
resigned immediately, voters
would have a state senator in
place to prepare for it.
Mongiardo's district covers
Bell. Harlan, Leslie and Perry
counties.
Williams released a letter
Wednesday that he sent to
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Mongiardo on Nov. 9, three
days after the election in which
Mongiardo won office on the
Democratic ticket with Gov.elect Steve Beshear.
Mongiardo responded late
Wednesday that he would wait
until the inauguration.
"At that point I will resign
my seat and it will be the
responsibility of the governor to

set a date for a special election
and I'm sure he will do so
promptly."
Williams said he based his
request to Mongiardo on reading that Mongiardo will be
spending much time as co-chair
of Beshear's transition team. lie
said he does not understand why
Mongiardo is staying on as a
senator.

"It now will be late January
at the earliest before his replacement can join the Senate and
that person will have no preparation for the job." Williams
said.
If Mongiardo resigns now,
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
could set the election date. If he

Bring a Soldier Home for
The Holidays!

•

MAIL DONATIONS TO;
.
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Mostly Sunny

Mostly Sunny

Bring A Soldier Home
Regions Bank
.0. Box 1080 • Murray, KY 42071}
For more information call Linda Todd at 270-435-4477 or
First Sergeant Ron England, US Army Retired 270-753-4034.
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Senators, congressman call for
action at Blue Grass Army Depot

LEXING ION. Ky Al')
Kentucky's two senators and central
Kentucky's congressman are asking for "immediate and decisive
action" at Blue Grass Army Depot. where the state Department for
Environinental Protection cited violations, including improper training and chemical storage.
Republican Sens. Mitch McConnell and Jim Bunning and U.S.
Rep. Ben Chandler, 4 Democrat front the 6th District, say they are
also concerned about reports from whistle-blowers that the depot
"allegedly stifle, Internal discussion and punishes those who raise
concerns about depot safety practices.- the Lexington HeraldLeader reported
McConnell. Bunning and (..'handler wrote 10 Dale Ormond, acting director of the Army Chemical Matenals Agency, saying they
were "gravely concerned" about the state violations. They asked to
be briefed in coming weeks on the problems and remedies taken.
Spokesmen for the Chemical Matenals Agency and depot. in
central Kentucky near Richmond. said they had not seen the letter
and could mit comment on it

Hardin County judge-executive hit,
pinned against building
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (API — Hardin County JudgeExecutive Harry Berry was injured when his own car was pushed
into him.
Berry was walking in front of his car early Tuesday evening
when it was struck by another vehicle, pushing it forward and pinning the judge between a trash can and a building near the cowlhouse in Elizabethtown, officials said.
He underwent surgery last night to close a cut, and officials said
Berry's recovery was expected to take several weeks.
He was first elected judge-executive in 2002.

Child dies in ATV accident
BEREA, Ky. i AP) -- A 10-year-old central Kentucky boy died
from injuries he suffered when the all-terrain vehicle he was riding
with his stepfather crashed, police said.
Zachary Moberly was riding the ATV Tuesday night with his
stepfather, Donald Willis, when the vehicle overturned and crushed
the boy. Berea police said. The child was taken to Saint Joseph
Hospital. where he later died.
A preliminary investigation showed the boy died of blunt force
trauma, authorities with the coroner's office said.

Skeptics of global warming address
legislative committee
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Rain moves
through
parched
Georgia
ATLANTA (AP) — A front
moving through the state
brought a spnnkling of rain to
parched north Georgia.
The system brought a "widespread swath of rain" late
Wednesday and early Thursday,
including I inch to most places
in north Georgia, said Vaughn
Smith, a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in
Peachtree City.
Areas between Macon and
Atlanta received about half an
inch of rain, Smith said.
The front still was moving
south early Thursday and was
expected to bring about a fourth
of an inch to pans of south
Georgia.
High winds were to be a big
factor Thursday, gusting from
20 to 30 miles an hour in the
Atlanta area, with gusts of up to
40 miles an hour possible in the
north Georgia mountains, Smith
said.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Temperatures
overnight
were forecast to be in the lower BRING A SOLDIER HOME: Faculty, staff and students at North Elementary School are busy
raising funds,to help with the "Bring a Soldier Home for Christmas" campaign. The 438th
30s to upper 20s in north
Georgia.
Military Police Company of Murray recently left to begin training for deployment to Iraq.
Smith said temperatures According to school officials, it will cost approximately $200 to pay the travel expenses of each
should return to normal for the solider so they may return home to spend Chrismas with their families and loved ones. North's
season during the weekend, project for Veterans Day has been asking everyone donate $1
to the campaign. The school
to
with highs in the day in the 60s will be accepting
the donations through Tuesday, Nov. 20. Pictured above, from left, are.
for the Atlanta area and lows in
Amanda Ray, teacher; Mason Rudolph; Brittany Pritchett; Luke Gallimare; and Margaret
the 30s to lower 40s.
Cook, principal.

•Board brushes ...

I RANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A state legislative committee heard
from skeptics Wednesday seeking to debunk the notion that global
warming is a looming threat to the planet.
Many people are familiar with the theory that humans are responsible for global warming that "Hollywood and the news media"
have put out, said state Rep. Jim Gooch, D-Providence. Not so
much with the opposing view point, he said.
"Is this science or hysteria'? Is this an environmental fad or do the
scaremongers stand to profit from the millions of dollars that are
involved?" said (looch, who is vice president of a steel company.
But as lawmakers prepare to deal with energy issues that could
come before the General Assembly, it was important to hear the
other side, Gooch said.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which is meeting in Spain this week, has issued reports on global warming,
including an assessment this year that human activity is likely causing an increase in temperatures and changing weather. It also said
glaciers are melting, sea levels are rising, storms are getting worse
and deserts are spreading. Tools exist, or soon will be, to slow global warming, the panel has predicted.
Kentucky is the third-leading coal-producing state in the country.
Some scientists believe that carbon dioxide, which comes from the
burning of coal and other fossil fuels, is leading to global climate
change

From Front

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AI')
Mote (km I(X) employees at a
Kroger distribution center are suing the company over its alleged
use of hidden video surveillance in the men's restroom.
The lawsuit, tiled Friday in Louisville, includes I 311 employees.
Employees found they were being monitored on Nov. I I. 2006.
and each defendant has suffered injury because their "most private
activities in the restroom have been monitored," according to the
suit. The lawsuit does not say why there was video surveillance in
the bathroom.
Kroger spokesman Tim McGurk said the suit, like a similar one
filed in federal court last year, is "without ment."
The recent suit also names Zenith Logistics, a company that
Kroger transferred operations of the warehouse to earlier this year.
Zenith Vice President Rich Graf declined to comment.
'The workers are seeking a jury trial and compensatory and punitive damages.
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From Front
waits until the inauguration,
Steve Beshear, as governor,
would call the election. The law
requires a special election to be
at least 35 days from the day the
governor issues the date for it.
"Your delay until the inauguration would force a special
election to occur during the session and will undoubtedly
politicize the beginning of the
session and distract the members from the bipartisan cooperation you and Gov.-elect
Beshear openly espoused,"
Williams said in his letter to

From Front
have anything during all that
yesterday afternoon either. We
were called out to one spot
where there was some lines
down, but they were telephone
lines and didn't have anything to
do with us."
Chief Ronnie Burkeen of
Calloway County DES Rescue

Squad said he and volunteers
were ready for anything, but
luckily weren't needed for any
emergency situation.
-They called us out yesterday
because a tornado was supposedly reported over the radio. So
we gathered up, hull don't think
It amounted to much ... some
trees down." he said.
Much of the damage in west

{40
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Dillingham had been on the
Kentucky Press Association
board of directors since 1985.
David Thompson, KPA executive director, said Dillingham
had a strong love of the newspaper business, especially weeklies.
He became editor and copublisher with his brother,
Scott, in 1980. He was a graduate of Dawson Springs High
School and Western Kentucky
University.

III Mail services ...
From Front
shipping.
Utley encouraged Murray residents to take advantage of the
Automated Postal Center in the lobby of the Post Office. The APC
is available "24/7" and can be used to mail packages (express, parcel post and priority) and purchase stamps.
Customers can also log onto usps.com and mail packages from
their home as long as they know the weight of their package, Utley
said.
By using the Web site, individuals are able to schedule a mail
pick-up and have their mail carrier prepared to pick up several
packages, said Utley. This service is free.
Utley pointed out that the Web site can also be used to find zip
codes, calculate postage, obtain a delivery confirmation number -;
and track their package.

•Strong winds ...
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Mongiardo.
State Rep. Brandon Smith,
R-Hazard, said he would be
interested in running for the
Senate seat. Other possible GOP
contenders, he said, include
Rep. Tit Couch of Hyden and
Leslie County Clerk Jim Lewis
of Hyden.
Lewis said he is "looking at"
the Senate seat but has made no
final decision. Couch was not
immediately available for comment.
Fortner state Rep. Roger Noe
of Cumberland, a Democrat, has
said he is interested in the seat.
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Western Kentucky newspaper
publisher dies from heart attack

DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.
us. It's just an inopportune time for us to change horses in mid(AP) — James Edward "Jed"
stream."
Dillingham, co-publisher and
The Kentucky education commissioner post has been vacant for editor of
his family's weekly
almost a year. The previous commissioner, Gene Wilhoit, resigned to newspaper
in western Kentucky,
take a job with a Washington. D.C.-based education advocacy group. has died.
He was 57.
The board interviewed four finalists: Richard Hughes, retired
Dillingham died Monday at
Hardin County school superintendent; Larry Vick, the Owensboro his home
in Dawson Springs,
school superintendent; state Rep. Jon Draud, an Edgewood where
his family's newspaper,
Republican and the retired superintendent of the Ludlow school disThe Dawson Springs Progress,
trict in northern Kentucky; and Jim Warlord, former superintendent was published.
Beshear Funeral
of a Florida school district and a former chancellor of the Florida Home
in Dawson Springs said
Department of Education.
Dillingham suffered a heart
attack.

•Vacate seat ...

Kroger employees sue over bathroom
surveillance at warehouse
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em Kentucky was in Calloway
and Todd counties, but the state
saw storm damage elsewhere.
Meteorologists will survey
storm damage in southeastern
Kentucky to determine whether
tornadoes
touched
down
overnight.
There were no serious
injuries reported, according to
an Associated Press story this
morning, but fire officials say
two dozen homes and businesses were damaged in the London
area.
Area residents reported two
sightings of tornadoes to the

National Weather Service...
including one where a mile-long..
path of damage is evident near
the Pittsburg community of
Laurel County. There was also
hail reported in nearby Clay
County.
Locally, the weather has simply turned chilly. With clear
skies forecast for day and night,
temperatures are expected only
in the 50s for highs and between:.
20s and 40s for lows throughout::
the weekend. Winds today were::
also forecast to pack gusts up to'
25 mph.
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McKinney claims age
discrimination in suit
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Former
Burley
Tobacco
Growers Cooperative CEO
Danny McKinney has tiled a
lawsuit claiming that age discrimination led to his ouster last
year.
McKinney also alleges in his
suit that co-op President Roger
Quarks "manufactured is complaint of sexual harassment" to
pressure the co-op board to tire
McKinney, breaking contracts
that would have employed him
to age 65.
McKinney sued the co-op.
Quarks and board members for
punitive and compensatory
damages, including $1.16 million in lost salary; $44,615 in
lost bonus; $417,351 in health
insurance premiums through age
84; and the value of other lost
benefits.
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The suit was filed last week
in Fayette County Circuit Court.
It alleges breach of contract, age
discrimination, retaliation, tortuous interference with employment and intentional infliction
of emotional distress.
The co-op released a statement Wednesday "vigorously"
denying the allegations and stating McKinney was an at-will
employee and the co-op fired
him to cope with financial pressures that "threatened its existence."
The co-op has represented
burley tobacco growers in
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana,
Missouri and West Virginia
since the 1920s but has been
troubled since the 2004 federal
tobacco quota buyout ended the
price support program the co-op
administered.

-Termination
of
Mr.
McKinney's employment was a
business necessity, not personal," the co-op said. "Mr.
McKinney received a fully
funded pension and generous
supplemental retirement benefits from the Association."
The complaint describes a
bitter and acrimonious atmosphere at the co-op, leading to
McKinney's abrupt finng on
Dec. 29 after nearly 19 years.
In his suit, McKinney claims
Quarles "repeatedly made agebiased comments," saying the
co-op should not employ anyone
over the age of 40 and badgered
those workers to retire or resign.
Earlier this year, the co-op
named Brian Furnish, 32, as
general manager.

Unrelated issues bog
down Senate farm bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators are using
the farm bill to make political points on immigration, taxes and other nonagricultural issues,
potentially stalling the $286 billion legislation.
Both sides are blaming one another in a procedural dispute that has lasted more than a week and
left the Senate at a standstill. Many senators see
the bill, which would extend agriculture and nutrition programs, as a last chance to push their priorities before lawmakers go home at the end of the
year.
"I'm very disappointed that it appears quite
likely there will be no farm bill," Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., said Wednesday. He
blamed Republicans for attempting to add unrelated items to the bill.
Republicans say they are frustrated that Reid
has said he will only allow certain amendments.
Reid said Republicans are overreaching by offering proposals that have nothing to do with agriculture. He cited measures that would prevent illegal
immigrants from obtaining a driver's licenses and
"at least six or seven amendments" dealing with
the alternative minimum tax.
Reid said majority Democrats will try to force
action later in the week by voting to cut off
debate, a move that requires the votes of 60 of the
100 senators. The Senate is then expected to
recess this weekend for the two-week
Thanksgiving break.

Democrats, too, have offered amendments that
do not pertain to agriculture, including some dealing with immigration. Last week, some
Democrats were threatening to use the bill to start
a debate on the Iraq war.
"I am a little perplexed as to whether or not the
majority actually wants this bill to pass and is trying to simply blame the minority for trying to
bring it down," Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky.
According to Senate aides, other amendments
would deal with digital television, the 1989
Exxon Valdez oil spill, medical malpractice and
protecting children from online predators.
The politically popular bill has run into other
objections from some Senate conservatives who
say it pays too much to producers when crop
prices are high and does not do enough to limit
subsidies to wealthy farmers. The White House
has threatened to veto it over spending issues, as
President Bush did when the House farm bill
passed in July.
The chairman of the Senate Agriculture
Committee, Iowa Democrat Tom Harkin, threw
the blame back on the GOP "We are seeing a pattern in the Republican leadership — while the
administration threatens a veto, congressional
leadership stalls," Harkin said. "This must end,
and if it doesn't end this week, then we will revisit it when we come back next month."
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SCIENCE FAIR SET: Murray Middle School students will have a school-wide science fair on •
Friday from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. The fourth and fifth grade students will have their exhibits on
display from 5 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and grades six through eight will be on display from 6 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. The projects will be judged and prizes will be awarded Friday evening. Parents and'
family members are invited to come by MMS to view the science projects. Pictured above,
fourth-grade students Hope Broadway, Jacob Morns and Hannah Cain-Hill work on their sci•
•
ence experiment.

Challenge dropped in student ballot fight
STATESBORO, Ga.(AP) —
A group of residents who had
questioned the voting eligibility
of Georgia Southern University
students has dropped their challenge.
The dispute held up the final
results of two city council races.
Georgia Southern students
accounted for nearly all the 297
voters whose ballots had been
blocked, at least temporarily, in
a battle for control of the
Statesboro city council. Four
residents calling themselves
Statesboro Citizens for Good
Government wanted the ballots
thrown out, saying Georgia
Southern students can't legally
register to vote in Statesboro
unless it's their hometown.
But Nancy Waters, one of the
members of the citizens group,
said they looked at similar cases
in the past and consulted with
their attorney, ultimately deciding to no longer pursue the mat-

ter.
Waters cited a case in north
Georgia in the 1980s. In that
case, 110 students from Young
Harris College were challenged
as a group in a petition that
questioned residency. The registrations were thrown out by that
county's board of registrars.
But in 1981, a federal judge
overturned the registrar's decision, stating the original ruling
was thrown out because the
challenges "were based solely
on their status as students."
District 5 incumbent John
Morris said he will be glad to
get the election resolved.
"It being over will certainly
be a good thing for the city,"
Morris said. "We'll see how
these votes turnout and we'll go
from there."
Travis Chance, who challenged Morris, was glad to hear
the challenges were dropped.
"I think it's great," Chance

said. "Whether 1 win or whethe(
I lose, I think that no matter'
what, these votes shouldn't have'
been challenged in the beginning. It's definitely the right.
thing to do."
In the two months beford
Election Day, students swarmed'
to voter registration drives hell.;
on campus, at fraternity houses.'
and apartment complexes popular with students. Some heldl
grudges since 2005 when thee
city council, trying to crack
down on binge drinking,
restricted happy hours at barsi
and limited how many drinku
bartenders could pour patrons at
one time.
Other students complained,
the older residents of Statesboro.;
— located 50 miles northwest of
Savannah — oppose progress
while clinging to the city's rural)
roots. But Waters said the group
did not seek to deny the sttod
:1
dents' right to vote.
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The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 1st. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
yourfloat or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

INTERNATIONAL FAIR: Hundreds of students from western Kentucky and Tennessee participated in the annual International Fair Wednesday at Murray State University's Curris Center.
Those visiting are provided an opportunity to talk with students from the numerous foreign
countries represented at MSU. Pictured above, Ashton McKelly, left, a seventh-grade student
from Carllisle County, visits with Tuangporn Charoonrode Na Ayuthaya, an MSU graduate student from Bankok, Thailand.

School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place prize in each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unitfeeder
route onto Main Street is 10th Street. However, your group will
be contacted on November 29th with a unit number and
line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:
Contact Person.
Address
Phone:
Group & Entry Description:

Senior Cards
Valid On
Thanksgiving!

PARADE[NTRY DEVI

E FRI. NOV.23 AT S P.NI.

Mail Entries To:

reakfast Available,
Saturdays & Sundays
7:30-10:30

"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171 0
*
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Voting machines
With everyone focused on
elections in general. I wanted
to share my concerns about
the new electronic voting
machines that have come
into use in Kentucky in
recent years.
A new report by the Kentucky Attorney General found
the public's confidence in
elections is at an all-time
low.
When the concept of 'one
man, one vote" is in doubt in other words, when people
believe their votes don't
count - then democracy itself
is in serious trouble.
The new electronic
machines have the ostensible
purpose of making voting
accessible to people with disabilities. We should all support that goal.
However, other states have
found that the very same
machines used in Kentucky
suffer from security weaknesses that make them vulnerable to physical tampering
and hacking, which could
affect the accuracy of vote
tallying and compromise our
chenshed ballot secrecy.
Prior to this year. California had been using some of
the same machines that are
now used in Kentucky.
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OleRuda
Dada Bedford (D.B.) Charlton

Darts Bedford (D.B.) Charlton, 84, Kimberly
Drive, Paducah,
formerly of Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 14, 2007, at 7:45
a.m. at
his residence.
. The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m, in the
chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home, Murray. Dr. Billy Hurt
will officiate. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Online
condolences were may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Sylvia lane Calhoun Lane
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The funeral for Mrs. Sylvia Jane Calhoun Lime will be Friday at
noon in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
Eanvood will officiate.
Pallbearers will be nephews, Charles Calhoun,
Craig Calhoun, Dr. Terry Calhoun, Dr. Travis
Calhoun, Charles Sums and Steven Stutts, active:
Bill Adams Jr., Dr. Gene Cook, Paul Lane, Dr. J.R.
Quertermous and C.C. Wallace, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m.
Friday.
Mrs. Lane, 90, a 28 year resident of Las Vegas.
Nev., returned to her Lord and Savior on Nov. 10,
2007. She was born Jan. 30, 1917, the sixth child
Lane
of eight to Julia Hortence Knoth Calhoun and Terry
Aurelious Calhoun in Eddyville, Ky. She attended grade school at
Woodson Chapel, graduating from Kuttawa High School and
Murray State Teachers College. with additional studies at Florida
State, Long Beach State, and University of Nevada Las Vegas.
The loving marriage with Bruce Lane,from the Ferguson Springs
Community in Trigg County, Ky., began on Feb. 22, 1940 and continued for 47 years until his untimely death in 1987. He always
called her Sylvia. Jane and Bruce raised one daughter, Julia Lee
Lane-Hiltz, of Las Vegas, Nev. She was living with Julia and her
,son-in-law, Richard Hiltz, in Las Vegas at the time of her death.
Her two granddaughters were a very precious part of her life,
Megan Makenzi Lane, Knoxville, Tenn., and Molly Lane Poteet,
Las Vegas. In May of 2007, Molly gave her "Granny" the gift of an
amazing great-grandson, Mason James Garvin. Jane was a teacher
for 24 years, beginning in Lyon County, Grand Rivers, and Trigg
County High School, all in Kentucky: Supervisor of Education for
Wakulla Co. in Florida: Rose Warren Elementary School, Las Vegas,
from which she retired in 1978.
Additionally, she was a Sunday school teacher and active member of Baptist churches where ever she lived. At First Baptist Church
in Murray, Ky., she was a member of the Saints Alive Choir, Esther
Sunday school class, and circle groups. She also was a member of
Delta Kappa Gamma, the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, and participated in a Bridge Club. Jane has resided
in Grand Rivers, Ky.: St. Marks, Ha.; Long Beach, Calif.; in the
Mountains of Colorado; Pocatello, Idaho; Las Vegas; retiring to
Calloway County, Ky., on Hwy 94E and Murray, Ky.: then returning
to Las Vegas in 1999.
Siblings, preceding her in death, were sisters Maude Coleen
Schmidt, Kurtawa, Ky.; Daisy Christine Taylor, Destin, Ha,; brothers Gatlin Calhoun, Terry Ney Calhoun, both of Lyon County, Ky.;
Paul Knoth Calhoun, Graves County, Ky.; and Dr. Neal Calhoun,
Hopkinsville, Ky. Her sister, Elsie Kathryn Stutts, lives in Tampa,
Ha. She also leaves three special sister-in-laws: Ruth Calhoun,
Foley, Ala.; Mary Calhoun, Hopkinsville, Ky.; and Cora Lane, East
Alton, Ill.
Jane was adored as a wife, mother, grandmother, aunt, sister,
teacher and friend. She enjoyed gardening, flowers, music and her
church. She was often humming a tune, singing a hymn and playing
the piano. For some reason, the produce department of the grocery
store made her sing out loud! Maybe it reminded her of all the good
fresh produce they grew up with living on a farm. Even while living
"in town" her tomatoes were delectable. She was always part of the
community where ever she lived, having numerous friends and former neighbors across the country. She also had many cats and dogs
along the way, and currently, especially loved, a Pekingese dog,
Lucy Lu, and her Persian cat, BooBoo.
Every summer for many years there were Calhoun and Lane family reunions in the Land Between the Rivers of Western Kentucky.
Here she would keep in touch with the lives of her nieces, nephews,
and cousins, developing a strong enduring bond with each and their
families. A sincere thank you to Southern Hills and Valley
Hospitals. Silver Ridge Health Care staff and Doctors Hartlieb and
Ponnaiya, Las Vegas, Nev., for their recent tender care of this precious soul.

Fort Campbell soldiers receive
medals for heroism in combat
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. said. The small group of Iraqi
(AP)-Four Fort Campbell sol- scouts was outnumbered by
diers were awarded the Silver enemy fighters and engulfed in
Star Wednesday for their actions gunfire, according to the miliunder tire in January in Iraq.
tary.
Master Sgt. Petter Jacobsen.
The Special Forces soldiers
Master Sgt. Raymond Lancey, arrived to find the scouts isolatStaff Sgt. Greg Keller and ed and suppressed by gunfire
Master Sgt. Sean Kirkwood and were fired on by enemy
received the awards, the third small arms, machine guns and
highest given by the Army for rocket-propelled-grenade and
heroism in combat, after the mortar fire, the Army said in
Distinguished Service Cross and describing the battle.
the Medal of Honor. All four
Lancey returned fire from his
soldiers are assigned to the 5th .50-caliber machine gun before
Special
Group leaving his vehicle. He led a
Forces
three-man team through a bar(Airborne).
"Standing in front of us are rage of bullets in order to reach
truly great men, heroes among the trapped Iraqi soldiers.
Keller left his vehicle and
heroes," said Maj. Gen. Thomas
Csmko, commanding general of organized the Iraqi soldiers into
the Army Special Forces defensive positions before movCommand (Airborne), to an ing 50 meters through heavy fire
audience of family and fellow to a position that supported betsoldiers. "This fight is what ter defense for the trapped
books are written about and scouts. Keller was wounded but
maintained his position, continwhat movies are made from."
Detachment 566 received an uing to fire his rifle and grenade
urgent call from Iraqi army launcher. After noticing the
scouts at about 7 a.m. Jan. 28, same scouts, Jacobsen left his
requesting immediate assistance vehicle and fired at their attackjust north of An Najaf, the Army ers from inside a shallow ditch.
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Roadside bombs in Iraq down sharply
BAGHDAD (AP) - Iran's
commitments to stem the flow
of weapons and explosives into
Iraq "appear to be holding up"
and have contributed to a sharp
drop in roadside bombs across
the country, a U.S. general said
this morning.
Maj. Gen. James Simmons, a
deputy corps commander, said
that in October, U.S. forces
logged 1,560 cases in which
bombs were either found and
exploded.
That compared with 3,239
incidents last March, he said."
The October figure was the lowest since September 2005, he
added.
Last August, Iranian officials
promised visiting Iraqi Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki that
they would stern the flow of
weapons and ammunition smuggled to extremists in Iraq,
according to Iraqi authorities.
Since then, U.S. military officials have reported finding
fewer "explosively formed penetrators," a particularly deadly
form of roadside bomb they
believe come from Iran.
"We believe that the commitments that the Iranians have
made appear to be holding up,"
Simmons said.
Iranian officials have publicly denied smuggling weapons
to Shiite extremists. But U.S.
authorities insist penetrator
bombs are the signature weapon
of Shiite militants.
Simmons said that penetrator

bombs were still being found in
Iraq but they appeared to have
entered the country months ago.
U.S. authorities said penetrators were used in an attack
Wednesday against a U.S.
Stryker vehicle near an entrance
to the Green Zone, killing one
American soldier and wounding
five others. Iraqi police said two
Iraqi civilians also were killed.
It was the first major attack
against a U.S. military vehicle in
that area in the last four or five
months. Simmons said.
Simmons said the vehicle
was struck by "an array" of penetrators. The attack occurred in
one of the most heavily protected areas of the capital, raising
questions how the explosives
could have been planted without
collusion from Iraqi police or
soldiers.
The general said U.S. and
Iraqi authorities were investigating the attack.
Simmons said U.S. authorities also were encouraged by an
increase in tips from Iraqi citizens about weapons caches,
which he interpreted as a sign
the public was turning against
both Shiite and Sunni extremists.
"We had found more caches
by May of this year than in all of
2006," he said.
Simmons said most of the
roadside bomb attacks recently
had occurred in Sunni areas
north of Baghdad.

AP
An Iraqi girl pauses as U.S. Army soldiers patrol a street in
Baghdad this morning. Violence in Baghdad is running well
below last year's level with the death toll for both Iraqis and
Americans falling dramatically during the past two months.

Chinese spying is No. 1 threat to U.S. technology
WASHINGTON (AP) Chinese spying in America represents the greatest threat to U.S.
technology, according to a congressional advisory panel report
this morning that recommended
lawmakers consider financing
counterintelligence
efforts
meant to stop China from stealing U.S. manufacturing expertise.
The U.S.-China Economic
and
Security
Review
Commission also said in its
annual report to Congress that
small- and medium-sized U.S.
manufacturers, which represent
more than half the manufacturing jobs in America, "face the
full brunt of China's unfair trade
practices, including currency
manipulation and illegal subsidies for Chinese exports."
China's economic policies
create a trade relationship that is
"severely out of balance" in
China's favor, said the commission, which Congress set up in
2000 to investigate and report on
U.S.-China issues.
Carolyn Bartholomew, the
commission's chairwoman, told
reporters that "China's interest
in moving toward a free market
economy is not just stalling but
is actually now reversing
course."
China denied any spying
activities, stressing the importance of healthy economic ties
with the U.S. "China never does

anything undermining the interests of other countries," Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Liu Jianchao said at a regular
briefing today in Beijing.
-China and the U.S. have a fundamental common interest in
promoting sound and rapid
development."
The report comes about a
year before U.S. presidential and
congressional elections, and
candidates have been critical of
what they see as China's failure
to live up to its responsibilities
as an emerging superpower.
China often is singled out for its
flood of goods into the United
States; for building a massive,
secretive military: for abusing
its citizens' rights, and for
befriending rogue nations to
secure sources of energy.
U.S. officials also recognize
that the United States needs
China, a veto-holding member
of the U.N. Security Council, to
secure punishment for Iran's
nuclear program and to persuade
North Korea to give up its
nuclear weapons. The commission's
Democratic
and
Republican appointees have
begun meeting with congressional staff and lawmakers to
discuss the report's 42 recommendations.
In the report, the commission
said China's spies allow Chinese
companies to get new technology "without the necessity of
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investing time or money to perform research." Chinese espionage was said to be straining
U.S. counterintelligence agencies and helping China's military modernization.
While the report praised
China for some economic
progress this year, improvements were undertaken "with
great hesitancy and, even then,
only with the prodding of other
nations and the World Trade
Organization.China, it said, "maintains a
preference for authoritarian controts over its economy" and has
done too little to police widespread copyright piracy of foreign goods sold in China,
The commission also faulted
China for keeping the value of
its currency artificially low
against the dollar. American
manufacturers long have complained that Beijing's low currency makes Chinese goods
cheaper in the United States and
American products more expensive in China. China's dependence on coal, lack of energy efficiency and poor enforcement of
environmental regulations, the
report said, "are creating devas-

tating environmental effects that
extend throughout the region
and beyond to the United
States." The commission said
tensions between Taiwan and
China have created an "emotionally charged standoff that risks
armed conflict if not carefully
managed by both sides. Such a
conflict could involve thc
United States."
The United States has hinted
it would go to war to protect
Taiwan if nuclear-armed China
were to attack. China claims
Taiwan as its own and vows to
attack any declaration of independence by the island's leaders.
The report also described
what it said was China's tight
control over information distnbution, which allows Beijing "to
manage and manipulate the perceptions of the Chinese people.
often promoting nationalism and
xenophobia."
Beijing, the report said, uses
its control of the media to influence its perception in the United
States; that could endanger U.S.
citizens if reports on food and
product safety and disease outbreaks are manipulated.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg..--13231.3 + 03
Air Products
- 0.76
AT&T. Inc.-.39.51 + 0.17
BRAT ........ ..................-34.77 - 0.68
Briggs A Stratton -..........22.35 - 030
Bristol Myers Squibb ......28.29 + 0.18
Caterpillar ..... ....-....69.92 - 0.11
Chevron Texaco Corp .86.22 + 0.07
Daimler t'hrysler
99.21 • 3.17
Dean Foods
_24.82 • 0.25
Fs:on-Mobil -._ -.86.35 + 0.04
Ford Moor,,....,,.........,,, 7.96 -0.02
General Electric ....._-_-__18.74 - 0.27
General Motors _
10.42 - 0.70
GlaxotsmithKline ADR ..-49.65 • 0.34
Goodrich .........--...71.90 + 0371
Goodyear
27.18 • 0.07
HopFed Bank* --.....14.40 1) 1450

• 1,

Intel......._......_.25.82 - 0.03
Kroger
211.43 + 0.42
Mattel
20.55 - 0.13
Met/maids
56.90 + 0.20
Merck
57.110 4050
Microsoft -.....................-34.06 + 0.13
- 1.55
LC. Penney .............
repsico, Inc
74.76 r 0.70
Pfizer, Inc
23.84 + 0.23
Regions Financial
25.14 - 0.38
Schering-Plough
29.65 + 0.28
Sears Holding Corp
119.84 • 0.87
Time Harner
17.09 + 0.02
1,5 Bancorp
12.43 + 0.08
t ST
5194-0.02
VS ellPoint Inc,,...,
81.78 r 0.18
Vial-Mart
46.65 + 0.14

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
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Meet the Lakers event
scheduled on Saturday

AMVETS Appreciation
Day held at lodge hall
The
BUCHANAN, Tenn.
AMVETS 45 Auxiliary meeting on Nov. 4 was the annual AMVETS Appreciation Day
with a special dinner and fellowship.
President Kathy Suffern welcomed the members and guests
to a very full business session,
with AMVETS 3rd Vice Phil
Suffern addressing the assembly to discuss plans for the
Humboldt Christmas party to
be held Dec IS.
Though an AMVET project, it has been adopted by
the ladies who will be serving refreshments, entertaining
and helping Santa pass out
gifts and cards for all residents.
Brenda Leach, hospital chair,
reported that the Halloween
party was a big success, raising 515(X) for St Jude's, making the total to date over 52.0(X).
A great crowd participated in
activities for the party including a chili supper.
Child welfare. Jan Doall gave
a rundown on plans for the
children's party scheduled Dec
K. asking for volunteers to
assist with shopping and donations of items for the goodie
bags. Santa has been scheduled to stop by along with
other special guests. Children
from Calloway. Henry and
Stewart counties will be invit-

ed to attend.
Americanism, Cher)I kit/
reminded and urged everyone
to participate in the parade on
Nov 10 and the Veterans Day
Service on Nov. II. She reported that we have several hundred cards to send to the soldiers, along with a big box of
treats, books, and misc items,
to he sent also.
Wincie
Dept. President
Wright will be participating in
the local parade and then going
to Morristown, Tenn., to represent the State Auxiliary there
on Nov. I I.
Commander Mike Leach presented the Auxiliary with a
check for 5500 as a thanks
for helping with the recent
Golf Tournament. It will go to
the general fund to help where
ever it is needed.
Glenna Gant, an employee
of the AMVETS and long time
member of the Auxiliary, was
in a serious auto accident near
Murray recently and has a two
ken thigh bone just below her
hip. It will be a long recto cry time. The auxiliary will be
holdirig a benefit for her on
Nov 16.
The next board meeting of
Nov 28 will be the officer
annual fun night. All Auxiliary members are invited. Each
one is asked to bring finger
food and a 510 gift to exchange.

Photo provided

FAIR: Murray Middle School students are busy
preparing for the school-wide Science Fair to be held Friday
from 5 30 until 7 30 p m Viewing of the fourth and fifth grade
projects will begin at 5 30 p m with an awards ceremony
beginning at 6 p m in the MMS auditorium At 6 p m viewing
of sixth through eighth grade will begin at 6 p.m with an
awards ceremony at 7 p m in the MMS auditorium
Everyone is invited to attend

SCIENCE

Persons are asked to give
blood at two places
In 2005. U.S. fanners raised
256 million turkeys. That's a
lot of turkeys. Anyone who
enjoyed one of those birds on
Thanksgiving is grateful they
were available.
But did you know that this
year it was estimated that only
III million people are eligible
to donate blood' Dial's just Met'
37 percent of the U S. population. Of those, only about 5
percent of Americans who arc
eligible to donate 'Amid actually do. Just think what would
happen if there wasn't enough
'
blood for patients in need.
Don't be a turkey! This
Thanksgiving, give thanks by
giving blood. Each blood donation has the potential to save
up to three lives.
Your chance to help save a
life and give blood is at one
of the following American Red
Cross Hood drives:
Nov. 23 • Hazel Baptist

Church at 301 Gilbert St..
Hazel. Drive hours are 2:30
to 5 :30 p.m.
Nov. 23 - Office Depot at
662 North 12th St.. Murray.
Drive house are 9 a.m. to noon.
To thank you for your holiday donation, all presenting
donors at this blood drive will
have the opportunity to enter
a drawing for a 550 shopping
spree.
If you are at least 17 years
of age. weigh a minimum of
11(1 pounds and are in good
general health, you may be
eligible to donate blood. All
donors need to present positive identification. In Illinois
and Missouri. you may give
blood at 16 years of age with
parental consent.
For more information or to
schedule your blood donation
appointment, please call gooGIVE-LIFE (14300-44R-3541i.

7/obi/ay (Alrauclyanza
Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon.
Nov. 16th-19th •10 a.m. -5 p.m.
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Much More!
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Calloway County High School Boys and
BBQ
Girls Backboard Clubs will host a
the
pork and chicken meal before "Meet
'Ulcers" on Saturday.
high
The meal will be served in the
p.m.
school cafeteria and will start at 4
butts
The meal will include a meat (Boston
cole
and chicken skinless boneless fillets),
drink.
slaw, baked beans, chips, dessert and
for
The cost will be $10 for adults and $5
children.
will be sold at the door or can
Datebook be Tickets
purchased early by contacting Eli Lilly
By Jo Burkeen
at 759-4104 or Christie Arnold at christoCommunity
pher@wk.net or 436-2132.
Editor
Recognized at the "Meet the Lakers"
, Dance Teams, Lady Lakers
Cheerleaders
CCMS
be
will
Cross Country; Calloway Litgirls
and
Boys
and Lakers;
Team, Lady
tle Dribblers; and CCHS Cheerleaders, Dance
Laken and Lakers.

Glory Bound will be Friday

Photo provided

Pictured at the tombstone of Rosanna King Carter at Salem
Cemetery, were, from left, Cheryl Palmer, Clyde Carter, Jan
McDevitt, Casey Carter, and Veronica Riss. at their recent
family reunion.

Murray State Youth and Nonprofit Leadership students will
be teaming with Need Line to collect personal hygiene products such ad deodorant, tooth paste and soap for the organization to distribute to families in need on Saturday in front of
Walgreen's and Rite-Aid pharmacies in Murray.

Sign-up for Santa Project ends today

Upcoming ACT Prep
workshops offered
workshops: English Blitz(Murray location only), and a Math
Blitz (Paducah location only).
For an additional $10. students
who register for the ACT Prep
Workshop may take Blitz workshop from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
The Blitz will build on subject material covered in the
morning workshop. It will allow
greater depth, more practice,
problems and Q&A. The Blitz
is optional and only open to
students registered for the Prep
Workshop.
Space is limited in the workshops and pre-regisration is
required.
For more information, or to
register for a workshop, contact the Center for Continuing
Education. at 809-3659. or 1800-669-7654. extension 3659.

Generosity of donors enables
county to change the lives of
one in five area residents
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
announced that it has served
more than " 10.0(X) this year
through its five areas of service: disaster services, international services. armed forces.,
emergency services, health &
safety services, and preparedness.,
This lifesaving work was
made possible by more than
100 Red Cross volunteers who
donated 2,705 hours this year,
helping and comforting people
during their time of need

Sign-up for the 2007 Santa Project will end Thursday, according to Michelle Hansen, director of Calloway County Family
Resource Center. Any family with children in the Calloway
County School district or younger than school age, who thinks
they might need assistance for the upcoming holiday, should
contact the Family Resource Center 762-7333. The Santa Project provides toys, books and clothing for children from birth
to high school age. Hansen said "If applications are received
after the Nov. 15 deadline, and it is because of a family crisis, such as a fire, assistance will be determined at that time
on a case-by-case basis.

Rodent Control Bait available

Rodent Control Bait will be available beginning Friday at
the following locations: Calloway County Health Center, Murray; Crawford's at Lynn Grove; The Country Store at Kirksey;
Take Me Back Cafe on Ky. 94 East; BB&T Bank at Hazel;
and Hamlin One Stop at Hamlin.

Special support group available

Anyone interested in a support group for adults with disabilities, parents of children with disabilities/special needs, and
(adult) family members, stop by the Calloway County Public
Library Annex on Friday between 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. This
will be for any disability, anyone with Autism or Aspergers or
special needs. This is an exploratory. informational meeting.
For information contact Val Dowdy at 753-1964) or
valdowdy@yahoo.com

Gentry House lists special need
The Gentry House is looking for a car to be donated to a
mom with one child. Anyone wishing to donate a working car. call 761-6802.

single

Legion Post meeting tonight

Because of the Thanksgiving holiday, the monthly meeting
of the American Legion Post #73 will be tonight at 7 in the
make
up
Nationwide, volunteers
new Legion Hall. located at 310 Bee Creek, just north of
97 percent of the American
Schwan's Ice Cream off of North Fourth St. All members and
Red Cross workforce, allowveterans are encouraged to attend. For more information call
ing the Red Cross to operate
Mark Kennedy at 752-3333.
with great efficiency.
"The generosity of our
donors has enabled the Red Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of _items needed to replenCross to help change and save
They are salmon, tuna, beef
lives in our community every- ish the pantry for the clients.
beans, peanut butter, spinach. chili, instant
day." said Tory Dauglvity, exec- stew, soup, dry
sauce,
utive director. "We are incred- potatoes, oatmeal, corn meal, flour, tomatoes, spaghetti
cereal for the pantry: eggs and bread for freezer/coolibly grateful for the compas- fruit and
men and women deodorant and toilet paper for
sion and support of our donors. er; dish liquid,
and large brown paper
put into action through the personal hygiene and cleaning supplies:
hags. These items may be taken to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray. between 1(1 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
See Page 7A
Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.
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Special collection to be taken

and their children. Rebecka and
friend. Lisa, and grandson.
Corey; Cheryl Palmer and husband. Garry, Tecumseh. Mich., Chapter meeting Friday
and their children, Garry, Paul
The Kentucky Lake Chapter of the National Active and
and Katherine Monit and grand- Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday 11 a.m. at Holmes
son. Elijah; Veronica kiss and Family Restaurant. The meeting day is changed because of the
husband, Mark, of Lynn Grove Thanksgiving holiday.
and their children, Ray Elkins
and wife. Melissa; and grand- Reformers Unanimous to meet
children, Steven, Rebekah,
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
Rachel and Garrett Elkins; Rita meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Hardison and
Allen: Karin
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
husband, Mark, grandchild.
andLandon, and great-great-gr
Shriners sponsor Bingo
child, C.J. Betts.
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
Children not attending were
at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Prop.m.
Teresa Tybinka and husband,
help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
ceeds
Ed, Whitmore Lake. Mich., and
their children. Jessica and
Stephanie; Dale Carter and TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
fiance. Anne Fugate, of Kenmeet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
will
children,
their
nesaw, Ga.. and
The meeting is open to the public. For information
Library.
Aurelia.
Jr..
Gale. Jodie. Dale
Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.
Stephanie
call
and grandchildren. Blake and
Jazzy.

Many high school juniors
and seniors will be preparing
themselves for this important
college entrance exam. The
workshop is designed to give
students an effective and affordable approach to preparing for
the test. Course topics include
test-taking strategies. study
skills and an overview of each
subject area.
Murray State University is
taking registrations for its next
upcoming ACT Prep Workshop.
The three-hour workshop will
be held on Saturday. Dec.1.
from 9 a.m, to noon and the
price for the workshop is $30
and includes a study packet. The
workshopp is being held in
two locations: MSC's main
campus in Murray. and MSU's
extended campus in Paducah.
New this year are bonus

CUM

mail.com.

Carter family reunion
held at Salem Baptist
The first Clyde (Casey) and
Rosanna (King) Carter reunion
was held recently in the fellowship hall of Salem Baptist
Church.
This was held in memory
of their mother who died Nov.
9, 2(X)5. Mr. and Mrs. Carter
would have been married for
39 years on Aug. 9, 2007.
Four of their six children and
families attended.
Items were brought from
each home state for a silent
auction to make money for
next year's celebration to be
held irk,honor ,of Mr. Caners
80th birthday and in honor of
what would have been their
parents' 50th wedding anniversary.
Attending were the following:
. Casey Carter and fiancé, Lisa
Leptis. Alliance, Ohio; Jan
McDevitt and husband. Dusty.

FriGlory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet
United
day from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen
will
Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
admission
be For Heaven's Sake and Jeff Prater. There is no
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
at
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor
ot753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@h
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Thanksgiving dinner planned
The third annual 'Thanksgiving dinner will be held on Thanksgiving Day. Nov. 22. at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray. The dinner, sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association, will
begin with a short worship service at 11 a.m, and dinner will
be served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome
and there is no charge for the dinner. For transportation to the
dinner or for a delivered meal, call the Center at 753-0929 by
Thursday. To volunteer or make a donation, call Rev. Rose
Bogal-Allbritten at 293-9490.
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Twin brothers will celebrate
80th birthdays on Nov. 30
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Perry and Terry Cavitt, both
of Murray, will celebrate their
80th birthdays on Nov. 30. The
twin sons of the late Brinkley
and Ruth Nanny Cavitt were
born and reared in Graves County in the Farmington area.
Perry and his wife Joanne,
currently reside at 1514 Oxford
Dr.. Murray. They are the parents of Diana Hale of Marion. Ark; Vicki Moffitt of Springfield. Tenn; and Mickey Cavitt
of Murray. Perry and Joanne
have five grandchildren and
eight great-grandchildren.
, Terry and his wife, Jeanette,
currently reside at 289 Hale
Rd., Murray. They are the parents of Julia Labelle of Ziegler,
111.; Gary Cavitt of Murray:
Paula Lossner of Cocoa. Fla.;
and Teresa George of Murray.
Terry and Jeanette have 14
grandchildren and 6 greatgrandchildren.
Both brothers are retired

l'hursday, November 15, 2107•7A

Generosity
From Page 6A
work of our dedicated volunteers."
The local chapter has helped
many members of Murray and
Calloway County this year making the communities a safer
place to live.
This year, the chapter has
responded to more than 25
local disasters, 22 of them
home fires; trained 2,037 individuals in lifesaving skills like
CPR, first aid and how to use
an automatic emergency defibrillator; trained 5,225 individuals, including school groups
and businesses, in community
disaster education - empower-

ing people with the skills and
confidence to be ready for disasters and life's emergencies;
provided 21 emergency messages, referrals and related services to U.S. service members,
veterans and their families
through the services to the
Armed Forces department; distributed over 1,000 Vials of
Life to the community; collected 1.073 units of blood at
28 blood drives in the community.
"The lifesaving mission of
the Red Cross is possible
because of gifts of time, blood
and money from the people of
Murray and Calloway County," said Daughrity. "We are

committed to being good stewards of the gifts and trust that
our donors place in us"
The Red Cross spends, on
average, 91 cents ot every dollar directly on humanitarian
services. People can learn how
their donations of time, blood
and money are at work, helping countless people in their
conununity and around the
nation by visiting " www.redcross.org.
The local chapter of the
American Red Cross is a Murray-Calloway County United
Way Partner Agency, serving
clients in Murray and Calloway
County.

Photo provided
Pictured are Perry Cavitt, left, and Terry Cavitt who will celebrate their 80th birthdays on Nov. 30.
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PECIAL MEETING: New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group met recently at Westside
aptist Church with, from left. Jerry, Aaron and Rita Burkeen presenting several musical selecions after the pot-luck meal which was followed by a program centered around the theme:
Meeting God In Our Stillness." Inspirational comments were included on DVD by outstandng Christian authors and speakers including: Max Lucado and Beth Moore. The next meeting
ill be Saturday, Dec.1. For more information call Ron and Linda Wriight at 7 53-0156.

'Breakfast with Santa' planned

ird;5-7nnouncemeni
Brilee Faith Garland

apter #469
way Public
information
173.

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Garland of Almo are the parents of a
daughter, Brilee Faith Garland, born on Sunday. Oct. 2/, 2007,
at 1:18 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 6 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Tonya Hawkins.
Grandparents are Steve and Sheila Hawkins of Calvert City,
Buddy and Vera Brown of Owensboro, Ann Garland of Murray, the late Dale Garland, and Ronald and Janice Rogers of
Lynn Grove.
Great-grandparents are Steve and Geneva Hawkins of Reidland and Exie Snow of Paducah.
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STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh grade
"Students of the Month" for October. They are from left, Morgan Stubblefield, Brandy
Baker, Nate Maxwell, and Courtney Thompson. The teachers selected these students for
their outstanding characther and for the dedication to the success of the school.

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
host "Breakfast with Santa" on
Saturday, Dec. 8, from 9:30
to 11:30 a.m, at the Woman's
Club House. The cost is $5

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LIdi1 ER Si TIMES

per person and includes breakfast, picture with Santa, crafts
and games. Advanced tickets
can be purchased from any
Sigma member and at Vintage
Rose Emporium and Thornton

Tile and Marble. This event is
to raise money for community projects. For more information or to obtain tickets, call
752-7684 or any member of
the Sigma Department.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Illaorrayledieftwa

Holiday Art
Auction is
Friday
at MSU
University's
Murray State
Holiday Art Auction
Annual
will be held Friday in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, located in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center on
the MSU campus.
The preview of art work
will be from 6-7:30 p.m. The
auction is scheduled to begin
at 7:30 p.m.
The auction will feature artwork of faculty, artists, alumni and students. The auction
will help raise funds for the
MSU art department, student
scholarships. the visiting artist
program and the Annmarie
Campbell Memorial Scholarship.
For additional information,
call 809-3784 or visit www.murraystate.edu/artgallery.

Broadway
hopes to save
Thanksgiving
performances

Photo provided

Quad State String Festival
at Murray State sets second
straight attendance record

get to hear MSU ensembles such as
the MSU symphony and strtng ensemble.
In addition students that attend the
festival get the opportunity to learn
about the programs available to them
if they choose to continue their studies at MSU.
Highlights from this year's festival
include performances by all three of
the Quad State ensembles, an electric
violin solo by MSU freshman, Gracie
Wallace, and a 'performance of the
Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin, Piano,
String Ensemble with soloists,
and
tors.
n Park, and Matthew Mazzoni.
Sue-Jea
s
student
ing,
Besides rust perform

The 6Ist annual Quad State String
Festival was held Friday, (kt. 26, on
the campus of Murray State University. With 291 students in attendance,
this is the second year in a row setting a record for attendance.
The festival drew school-age string
instrument students from Indiana, Missouri. Tennessee. and Kentucky.
Supervised by Prof. Sue-Jean Park,
the Quad State String Festival gives
students a chance to rehearse and then
perform exciting repertoire under the
direction of excellent guest conduc-

By MICHAEL
KUCHWARA
AP Drama Writer
NEW YORK (API -- Striking stagehands and Broadway
producers are going back to
the bargaining table, less than
a week before the start of the
lucrative Thanksgiving holiday
weekend when most plays and
musicals experience a boxoffice bonanza
Negotiations will resume this
weekend "at an undisclosed
place and time.- the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and the
League of American Theatres
said Wednesday. -No comment
from either organization will
be issued until further notice,"
both sides said in a !unit statement.
Was there pressure to return
to the talks before Thanksgiving. when the city is filled
with visitors here for the Mary's
Thanksgiving Day Parade and
the start of the Cluistnias shopping season'
"It was a factor," said Norman Samnick, an entertainment
lawyer who specializes in labor
relations tor Bryan Cave 1.1..P.
"It doesn't surprise me that
this is happening. What the
end-all will he. I have no idea.
But somebody is going to give
somebody is going to
take a little
The announcement "is a very
important step forward." said
Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
who reiterated his willingness
-to help Te•01‘,C these disagreements and let the shows go
on
The stagehands walked off
the rob Saturday. shutting down
27 Broadway plays and musicals
All week, the mood along
Broadway has been one of resignation and gloom - with
stagehands picketing in front
of padlocked theaters, actors
unable to perform. and press
agents, whose union supports
the stagehands. told not to promote their struck shows.
The contract dispute has
focused on how many stagehands are required to open a
Broadway show and keep it
Stagehands move
running
scenery, lights. sound systems
and props into the theater, instal
the set and make Mire it works,
and keep esery thing functioning well for the life of the
poiduc lion
The existing contract requires
theaters to use at least four
stagehands for plays a carpenter, a properts master, an electric ran and a fourth, either a
sound technician. a fly man or
another stagehand A music al
also requires tour stagehands,
and mandates a fly man
the person in charge of raising and lowering the curtain,
and anything else, such as
scenery that most-s op or down,
or from offstage

MSU theater, music
departments to perform
'The Merry Wives of
Windsor'this weekend
Staff Report
Murray State University's Department
of Theater and Dance and the Department of Music will present Otto Nicolai's -The Merry Wives of Windsor"
this weekend.
The show will open tonight (Thurs-

day) at 7:30 and will run through
Saturday at that time. A matinee is scheduled for Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
The performances will be in the
Robert Johnson Theater.
For tickets and information, call 8094421

ing 753-1916
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:.KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS: ROUND 2

SECTION B
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE ROUNDUP

Hudson
SKYHAWK SCORES FIRST EVER
NCAA QUADRUPLE-DOUBLE
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RICK BURRES / Ledger A. Times
Calloway County head coach Josh McKeel stands next to a Lone Oak flag
planted in the field at Jack D. Rose
Stadium after the Flash beat Calloway in overtime on Sept. 21. The two teams
meet again Friday night in Lone Oak.

PICTURE ON MCKEEL'S DESK TELLS STORY
OF HEATED REMATCH WITH OAKERS
"' yoTOMMY DILLARD
. rte Writer
'Among the photographs of family
.., d loved ones on Josh McKeel's desk is
.botne that stands out among the rest.
. ..1.. It's a framed snapshot of McKee!
::standing, hand on hip, on the field at
::Jack D. Rose Stadium after the Lakers
::lost an overtime heartbreaker to Lone
'7Oak in September.
z In the photo. McKeel is looking at a
?Purple Flash flag planted in the field by
.:Lone Oak fans during a celebration that
::angered McKeel and led him to
;denounce the postgame actions of the
.:Flash's players, coaches and fans on his
,
coaches' show.
Though both coaches say they've
patched things over, Calloway County
and Lone Oak will meet again Friday
.,sight for a grudge match, this time on a
'much bigger stage.
, "I talked to (McKeel) over there and
;we had an understanding," Lone Oak
.1coach and former Laker head man Jack
'Haskins said. 1 apologized for the
-things(did that were negative and he did
,the same. And that's where we left it. 1
:explained my situation and told him

where I thought we were wrong, and we
definitely we,anct.lheda aj eatdo." ,
Calloway's shutotit vidtoryw over
Hopkins County Central last week propelled them into a second-round
KHSAA Class 4A playoff contest with
the undefeated Flash, who smoked
Muhlenberg North in their first round
contest.
With both teams' seasons hanging in
the balance, lingering bad blood between
the programs, real or perceived, combined with Lone Oak quarterback Corey
Robinson's assault on the national touchdown pass record has made for one of
west Kentucky's most anticipated
matchups this season.
"It's the talk of the region,- McKeel
said. "There's a lot of hype, lot of excitement building around this game and
that's what high school football should
be all about.
"But we have to keep our emotions in
check and focus on the task at hand. It's
easy for me to lose focus and I'm 29. I
can't imagine being high-school age and
playing a game with so much emotion
attached to it. But we have to stay
focused."

and a whopping 73 touchdown passes.
It's the latter number that is gaining
Robinson fame, first locally, then
statewide, and now on a national level.
He broke the state record for touchdown passes in a season when he
eclipsed the old mark of 62, now seemingly antiquated, in the Flash's regular
season finale win over Heath.
But Robinson didn't stop his statistical assault there. With at least one game
left to play in his senior season,
See ROBINSON, 28

UK signs Miller, Liggins to letters of intent
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)— Two highly
totited high school seniors signed letters of
intim to play for Kentucky on Wednesday
—.The first day of college basketball's
caily signing period.
Darius Miller. a 6-foot-8 small forward
bop Maysville, Ky., is one of the top conIC ers for the state's Mr. Basketball
. As a junior, he averaged 20 points,
nt rebounds, four assists and four blocks
I the Mason County Royals.
can do everything," Kentucky

1

coach Billy Gillispie said of Miller. "He's a
tremendous athlete, been very well
coached, very well taught.
Also signing with the Wildcats was
point guard DeAndre Liggins. a Chicago
native who currently attends Findlay Prep
in Henderson. As a junior at George
Washington High School in Chicago.
Liggins averaged 14 points. 10 rebounds
and 10 assists.
Over the summer, Liggins led his
Indiana elite team to win the championship

Lester Hudson
recorded. At the Division I
women's level, UCLA's Ann
Meyers had 20 points, 14
rebounds, 10 assists and 10 steals
in a 1978 contest against Stephen
F. Austin.
The feat has only happened
four times in the NBA since the
1973-74 season (when the NBA
started to officially recognize
blocks and steals). The NBA players to accomplish the feat include
David Robinson (Feb. 17, 1994),
Hakeem Olajuwon (March 29,
1990), Alvin Robertson (Feb. (8,
1986) and Nate Thurmond (Oct.
18, 1974).
The feat has also occurred
once in the ABA (Jamel Staten on
Feb 2, 2007)and once in the ABL
(Debbie Black on Dec. 8, 1996).
Four instances of it happening at
the women's Division III level
have also been documented.
SI See OVC,25

Adding fuel to the fire is the fact that
Calloway represents the only serious
challenge the Flash have encountered
this season. Lone Oak is outscoring its
opponents 596-109 and, their game with
Calloway notwithstanding, has won by
an average margin of 48 points per
game.
•See LAKERS, 2B

QB NEEDS JUST FOUR TD PASSES FOR RECORD
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
When Calloway County's defense
takes the field at Lone Oak Friday night,
they'll be lining up against a quarterback
who, if the Flash are able to extend their
season beyond their matchup with
Calloway, will likely be garnering
national attention.
In addition to leading his team to an
11-0 season, Lone Oak quarterback
Corey Robinson has been busy shattering records this season. He's completed
264 passes and thrown for 4,219 yards

Stan Report
University of Tennessee at
Martin junior guard Lester
Hudson made NCAA Division 1
men's basketball history. on
Tuesday, Nov. 13, when he
recorded a quadruple-double in
the Skyhawks' 116-74 victory
over Central Baptist College. He
is believed to be the first men's
player to accomplish the feat at
the Division I level.
Hudson filled up the box score
with 25 points, 12 rebounds, 10
assists and 10 steals in 31 minutes
of play. He was 10-of- 17 from
the field and 5-of-7 from 3-point
range and also blocked a shot.
The transfer from Southwest
Tennessee Community College is
averaging 30.3 points, 9.3
rebounds, 4.7 assists and 5.0
steals per game through three
games at UT Martin. He was
named Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Week on Nov. 12
after his first week with the
Skyhawk program.
"I've been around basketball
for a lot of years now, but I've
never been around a player who
has had a quadruple double," said
UT Martin head coach Bret
Campbell. "You hit a triple-double and that's pretty special. He
(Hudson) makes us hum obviously. Not only can he score, he
makes everybody around him better and that's the good thing about
him."
In research conducted by
ESPN and the NCAA, no other
instances of a quadruple-double
occurring at the Division I men's
basketball level have ever been

of the Kingwood Classic, with 11 points
and 11 rebounds in the final.
Miller and Liggins represent the third
and fourth major signings for Gillispie.
Last year. Kentucky landed top guard Alex
Legion and Patrick Patterson, one of the
top high school power forwards in the
country.
"That's the kind of guys we should be
getting," Gillispie said. "We should have a
roster full of those kinds of players, and we
won't sleep until we get them."

TERRY GILLIAM / AP
Tennessee State's Meredith Stafford, center, is pressured as she
goes to the basket by Ohio State's Sarah Schulze, left, and
Marscilla Packer during the first half Wednesday night in
Columbus, Ohio. Ohio State won 88-41.

TSU topped by Ohio
State in season opener
JSU, MOREHEAD WIN; TTU FALLS
Staff Report
COLUMBUS, Ohio - The
University
State
Tennessee
women's basketball team dropped
its season opener 88-41 to No.16
ranked Ohio State Wednesday
night in Value City Arena.
Tennessee State struggled to
find the basket in the first half and
failed to put points on the board
until a three pointer by Meredith
Stafford at the 1105 mark. During
TSU's scoring drought, OSU built
a lead of 19-0. Three consecutive
baskets by Ohio State's Maria
Moeller swelled the Buckeye lead
to 26-3 with 8:28 left to play in the
half.
Ohio State went into the break
with a commanding 42-14 lead.
TSU shot 6-of-26 from the field
for 23.1 percent while OSU shot

58.1 percent(18-of-31)in the first
half.
The Lady Tigers shot an
improved 36.7 percent from the
field in the second half but it wasn't enough as the Buckeyes maintained a comfortable lead for the
rest of the game on the way to the
win.
Charisse Hicks led TSU with
13 points on 6-of-7 shooting while
Kendra Appling added 12 points
and five steals.
JACKSONVILLE STATE
72,ALABAMA A&M 70
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. - As
time wound down Wednesday
night in Jacksonville State's home
opener, freshman Ciema Duhart
penetrated the lane and dished to
Jolie Efezokhae, who laid it up
•See ROUNDUP,29
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•Lakers
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From Page 18

From Page 1B

[he Insurance enter of\

Robinson lies just four touchdown passes short of a national
high school football record -77 touchdown passes in a season
set by Little Rock, Ark. quarterback Thomas Thrash in 2001.
-I couldn't throw 73 touchdown passes versus air,"
Calloway County head coach
Josh McKeel said. "What he's
done this season has been amazing. I think he's got every nght
to be Mr. Football in Kentucky.
"My quarterback, who I
wouldn't trade for Robinson,
has had an outstanding junior
season and he's thrown for 29 in
11 games. To more than double
that, that's an amazing feat.Robinson hasn't always been
a quarterback, in fact, he entered
Lone Oak High as a freshman
wide receiver. It wasn't until the
end of his freshman year that his
potential as a quarterback was
uncovered, a discovery Lone
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Oak head-coach Jack Haskins
Hopkins
over
win
owes to his son, former
Laker quarterback Casey Brockman throws on the run in last week's 21-0
season. He current- Kentucky Wildcat quarterback
County Central. Brockman set a school record for touchdown passes this
Billy Jack Haskins.
ly has 29.
"After (Robinson's) freshman year, I was looking for a
2007 DISTRICT STANDINGS
They struggled at Calloway. Lone Oak's blow-tor-blow.
quarterback,- Jack Haskins said.
OftinAll
Tihowever. The Lakers jumped McKeel sees no reason why his
"My son was out there throwing
4-0
11-0
Lone Oak
to
ticket
their
punch
can't
3-1
7-4
out to a 214 lead hut watched squad
Calloway County
with him and he said, 'Dad,
1.3
6-5
Hopkins Co Central
the Hash come hack in the sec- the state quarterfinals.
there's your quarterback right
0-4
2-9
North
stop
MuNenberg
can
"I don't think you
ond half to tie the game at 28
there. He can be good, he's got a
LAST WEIK
and send it into overtime, where (their offense).- he said. -That
good arm.' So we made him a
0
North
MuNenberg
54
Lone
Oak
offense with that many skill
they eventually won.
quarterback when he was a
Hopkins Co Central 0
21
CO.
Ca/may
Postgame controversy aside, players, you don't stop them.
sophomore."
The WM
there was plenty of in-game We've got to find a way to slow
Robinson turned in a prolific
Camay Co at Lone Oa.
but
them,
contain
down,
them
Two
well.
as
controversy
Junior season with the Flash,
Calloway touchdowns that like- they're going to make their
throwing for 2,658 yards and 29
2007 LAKER STATS
ly would have put the game plays and put points on the
touchdowns and garnering some
392
0
84
102
102
able
104
be
to
Calloway
got
we've
away were called back on hold- board and
attention from Division I col36 80 47 79 6 248
Opponents
ing penalties, much to the dis- to respond.
leges prior to his senior season.
over
"They've become better
TEAM STATISTICS
taste of many Laker faithful.
But even Robinson himself
OPP
CCHS
And with the Lakers strug- the past five, six weeks but the
couldn't have anticipated the
143
169
Downs
First
gling with penalties in last good thing is, we have too. ...
kind of success he would have in
Rushes-Yards 330-1827 300-1541
1815
2262
Passing Yards
week', win over Hopkins feel confident that if we come
his senior year. With news about
Comp-An-Int 141-242-12 77-142-4
his statistics beginning to travel
County Central, McKeel said his out and play Laker football.
3806
4092
Total Yards
outside the region, Haskins said
tram must play disciplined foot- we'll be able to compete with
36-14
21-11
umbles-Lost
76-614 91-597
Penalbes- Ya rds
he's been contacted by several
ball il it hopes to beat Lone Oak. them.•-•
Both teams expect to display
high-profile schools, among
Playing disciplined will not
on
fireworks
of
9spovipt.i. STATISTICS
them LSU, North Carolina
he Calloway's only concern, their lair share
as
far
as
Willis 109-953 10TD
RuSHING
State, Tulane, Middle Tennessee
however. with Robinson con- the field, but at least
Burnous 92-419 STD. Brockman 67
and numerous OVC schools,
ducting a full-and-gun Flash McKeel's concerned, that's
Hargrove 25-139 TO
5TO.
131
including Murray State.
offense wrought with talented where he wants his team's
Travis 16-47 TO Seay 5-41 210,
It hasn't always been that
Garner 5-71 210. Burks 4-8,
receivers. Lone Oak's 34 points and fans' -- attention to stay.
Burkeen 3•3 Treadway 1-1 TO.
"I know I can speak for
way, however.
at C'alloway was the lowest total
2-57
Link/page 1-1-31 Scarbrough
Calloway and Calloway only,
"After his sophomore year,
they've put up this season.
T
we knew he had a good arm, but
McKcel said the Lakers will hut the only 'fireworks we expect
Pavlova - Brockman 137-234-12 2163
29 TO Willis 3-5-060 270. Birdmen 1.2make some adjustments based to have will he the 48 minutes of
he didn't have any fundamen019 Hargrove 0-1-0 0
tals," Haskins said. "He'd never
on what they saw Iron) Lone fixaball we will play.
1610.
44-841
Gamer
Rearms
a
"We'll go over there, play
played quarterback so he had so
Oak defensively in the second
Dobbins 48-804 610.Gam 111411116210.
shake
and
much to learn. So we started
Weis II•164 ISTO. McClure MS TO, Oki
half of their September game. great game, line up
uon't
6.70
There
hands win or lose.
9 123 270 Hargrcws 4-54, Bumpus
working with him then and we
Offensively, the Lakers will try
D
and
on our side
got him to a level now where
to do as they've done all season be any flags
provided by Tat
slats
-Indivsluai
care of
he's a pretty good quarterback.Brockman
use the run to set up the pass. we'll let Lone Oak take
And if his offense can match their side."

•Roundup
From Page 16
And in is all 4 seLonds len tor a
72-70 win over Alabama A&M.
The bucket put all end to a
wild second hall that saw eight
ties and eight lead changes.
For the second straight game,
sophomores litezokhae and Lien
McMichael led the JSU offense.
Both finished with 17 points and
both scored baskets in the final
two minutes to give JSU a lead.
The Gamecocks took a 5point lead at b14-63 with 2:47
remaining on a layup by
Elletokhae. But the Bulldogs
scored the next nye points and
tied the game lor the tenth time
a 3-pointer by Rebekkah
Barnes. who led all scorers in the
game with 2.1 On JSU's next
possession. Lleiokhae missed a

on

iumper in the paint that vas
rebounded by Duhan and kicked

McMichael.
to
out
out
McMichael then drove to her
nght and b.inked a Lis up high off
1..,„i
the glass lot a 71) r,s
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Men's Top 25 Schedule
Au TIrries CST
Thursday's Games
No 3 Memphis vs Oklahoma at New
York 8 30 p m
No 4 Kansas vs Washburn, 7 p m
No 5 Georgetown vs Michigan. 6 30
pm
No 18 Arkansas vs College or
Charleston at San Juan. Puerto Rico. 4
pm
No 19 Pittsburgh vs MVSU.6 30 p m
No 21 NC State no Wiliam & Mary. 6
pm
Friday's Games
No 3 Memphis vs Connecticut or
Gardner-Webb at New York. 5 30 or 8
pm
No 7 Tennessee vs Prairie View, 6 30
pm
No 9 Washington Stale vs Idaho. 9
pm
No 16 Texas vs UC Davis. 7 p m
No 18 Arkansas vs Providence or
Temple at San Juan. Puerto Rico. 430
or 7 p m
Saturday's Games
No. 6 Louis.11e vs Hartford, 11 am
No 11 Oregon at Portland. 9 p m
No. 14 Gonzaga vs UC Riverside, 7
pm
No. 15 Texas A&M vs Ouachita. 7 p.m
No 17 Anzona vs Virginia, 9 30 p m
No 20 Stanford at Siena, 12 p m
No, 22 Kansas State no Western
!tenors, 6 p.m
No 23 Southern Illinois at Northern
Illinois, 7 05 p m
No 25 Butler at Evansville 705 p m
Sunday's Games
No 1 North Carolina vs lona. 5 p rn
No 6 Louisville vs Jackson State
12 30 p m
No 8 Indiana vs Longwood. 11 a rn
No 16 Texas vs Arkansas-Monticello, 5
pm
No 18 Arkansas vs IRA at San Juan.
Puerto Rico. IBA
No 21 NC State vs New Orleans.
5 30 p m
No 24 Villanova vs Bucknell, 4 p rn

Women's Top VS Schedule
All Times CST
(Subject lo change)
(x-muel win previous gems) •
Thursday's Games
No 1 Tennessee vs No. 9 Okkthomal
at Tampa. Fla , 8 30 p.m
No 4 LSU vs No. 17 Michigan Stales 7
pm
No 10 Duke at South Flonda. 6 p.m
,
No 11 Texas MM vs Prams View, 7
pm
No 12 California at UC Riverside. 9
pm
No 13 Baylor vs Texas-Pan American.
7 p.m
No 21 Texas vs. Lamar. 7 p.m.
No 24 DePaul vs. Florida International.
7 p.m
Friday's Games
No 3 Maryland vs. No 23 Notre Damp
6 p m.
No 6 Rutgers vs. Creighton. 6-30 p m
No 7 North Carolina vs Coppin State.
6p m
No 8 Georgia vs Temple. 6 p m
No 18 Florida State at No 24 DePaui
7pm
No 19 West Virginia vs St Frances, Pa . 4-30 p m
Saturday's Games
No. 16 Ohio State at Boston, 3 p.m.
State vs Florida
Florida
18
No
International at Chicago. 6 p m
No 22 Louisville vs Western Carolina
2p m
No 25 Wisconsin at Marquette. 2 p In
Sunday's Games
No 1 Tennessee vs No 20 Texas. 2
m
p
x-No 3 Maryland vs TBD. WNIT championship. TBD
x-No 4 LSU vs TBD. WNIT championship. TBD
No 5 Stanford at Utah, 3 p m
No 6 Rutgers vs No 14 George
Washington. 7 p m
No 7 North Carolina vs Syracuse, 1
p.m
No 10 Duke vs UNC-Greensboro,
pm
No 12 California vs New Mexico, 3
p.m
No 15 Arizona State vs UC Santa
Barbara. 5 p m
x-No 17 Michigan State vs. TBD. WNIT
championship, TBD
No 19 West Virginia vs Cornell, 11 -30
am
No 22 Louisville at Minnesota. 2 p.m
n -No 23 Notre Dame vs TBD. WNIT
championship TBD

SportsBriefs
•A meeting will be held November 27th at 6:30 p.m. In the Joe
h The National
Creason Building at Lovett Park in Benton to re-establis
here in Marshall
Association of Little League Baseball of Williamsport
see official Little
County. The meeting is for people who would like to
in being
League Baseball return to this area and those interested
managers, coaches,
involved with the organIzetion as board members,
conplease
n,
informatio
further
For
or anyone interested in helping out.
tact Mike at (270) 527-3100.

•OVC
I\I looked like it might be in
trouble early in the first half. The
Bulldogs jumped out to a 10-3
lead just I - 12 into the game and
led by as many as eight with

15:32 remaining in the half. But
ISU went on an 8-0 run out of
the first media 'meow to knot
the game at I 8- I K. then went on
a
12-2 run to take its largest
lead of the game at 38-28 with
3:32 lett in the half.
The win improves 1SU's
record in home openers to 11-2
since 1995 and runs its winning
streak an home openers to four.
MOREHEAD STATE 56,
1111PUI 54
INDIANAPOLIS • Senior
guard Anitha Smith-Williams hit
a running jumper in the lane with
3.4 seconds left to lift the
Morehead State women's basketball team to a 56-54 road victory
at [CPU! Wednesday night. The
win gave new MSU head coach
Mike Bradbury his first colic-

giate win and improved MSU's
season mark to 1-1.
Smith-Williams got the ball
on the right side near the threepoint line and drove her defender across the three-point boundary and into the lane. She pulled
up and dolled an eight-footer
with 3.4 seconds left.
the
Smith-Williams led
Eagles with II points and also
had six assists in 37 minutes.
Junior Philnisha Lindsey came
otT the bench to give MSU a
spark. She scored a career high
10 points and hit both threepointers she attempted as the
Eagles hit six treys on the
evening. Sophomore Brittany
Pittman also reached double figures with 10 points and had nine
rebounds along with three
blocks. Senior Afton Perry collected nine rebounds as the
Eagles won the battle of the
boards. 37-35.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 89.
TENNESSEE TECH 62

Key Recycling
Are
Giving Away
This
Scooter!

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. Tennessee Tech senior Cara
Reed and freshman Jasmine
White shot 100% from the floor

From Page 1B
ILLINOIS STATE 90,
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 71
(CHICAGO CHALLENGE)

as the Golden Eagle women's
basketball team fell short of
defeating former Ohio Valley

NORMAL, III. - Southeast
Missouri State led Illinois State
46-44 at the break but were
outscored by 21 in the second

Middle
rival
Conference
Tennessee. The Blue Raiders
pulled off an 89-62 victory
Wednesday night.
The Blue Raiders broke out
an early sconng run in the first
half, with 26 points in the first
eight minutes. Sixteen points off
MTSU's early run came off of
nine Tech turnovers.
The Golden Eagles tightened
up their offensive efforts and
came through shooting 7-for-15
(46.7%)from the field and came
through with 24 points in the
first half.
Tennessee Tech dominated
the last 20 minutes of the game
as the Golden Eagles outscored
the Blue Raiders 38-31. The
Golden Eagle squad shot a commanding l6-for-2l (76.2%)from
the field in the second half. Tech
pulled off a 9-0 run within the
last three minutes of play.

Commeeet
Sumo
OVCPAM)
School
SE Missouri State 0-0
0-0

Morehead State

0•0

Murray State

0-0

Sarnford

0-0

Tennessee Tech

0-0

Eastern Kentucy

0-0

Austin Posy
Tennessee State

0-0

Eastern Illinois

Every Time You Sell Us Scrap
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or Buy A Part Register To Win This Scoot
To Be Given Away December 15, 2007.
1850 State Route 121 South • Murray, KY
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half as ISU cruised to a 90-71
home victory in a game that was
part of the Chicago Invitational
Challenge.
After the Redhawks (0-2) hit
3-of-4 3-pointers to open up the
game, the Redbird (2-0) offense

picked up, as ISU went on 9-0
run to take 22-16 lead at the
11:48 mark in the first half.
Emmanuel Holloway made an
immediate impact off the bench,
scoring five points to spark the
Redbirds' spun.
But Southeast Missouri was
able to close the gap. putting
together an 8-0 run to retake the
lead. 29-28, after center Will
Bogan hit two free throws with
7:03 left in the half. Bogan led
SEMO dunng the run. scoring

CONFERENCE
SUNBURN
OVC(Ovarall)
School
Eastern Kentucky 0-0 (2-0)
Morehead State

0-0

(1-1)

Tennessee State

0-0

(1-1)

Tennessee Tech

0-0

(1-2)

Murray State

0-0

(1-0)

Samford

0-0

(1-0)

Tennessee Martin
Eastern Illinois

0-0

(2-1)

0-0

(1-1)

Jacksonville State

0-0

(1-2)

Austin Peay

0-0

(1-1)

Souteast Missoun

0-0

(0-1)

Tweeday Nov 13
Kentucky 56 Thome. 38
,
F woe
Morenead SW.61 Weaken,lanoe 49
Tennessee Tech 97 Uncm Collage 54
Timm...a-Mann 116 Central(Most 74
Loyola-Gump° 72 Emmen NIncss 65
Men IC
Moor SMaa 90 SEM)71
Tonight
7p
UT Marno ix Arkansas SI
7 pm
Samlom vs Borman,'"
Unnamed Same at kiwi. Fairbanks 9 pm
9I1099. 110r. 16
Asolmoomala Sips a kerwesaw 9 630 pin
SEW vs Cover Swam.Cusps 7 30 p
91191/019. Mare 17
Worry 91910 at 174.1•7n 1(soluClxv +2 sr',
3 pm
Monsamml Slats al Boring Oman
3p
pin Kanlcky at East Tam Si
7p
UT Moulin C baramopp. Saila
7p
AuMn Peary us Balmonl
Molacralas MOD II 100 Club Gasmc MIA
Tannamm Maas C Top at Warta Grose MIA

four points. However, the 'Birds
climbed back into the driver's
seat, as Osiris Eldridge's shooting touch along with his full
court vision put the Redbird
ahead, 41-36.
However, Southeast went on
another run, closing out the half
on a 10-1 spurt to take a 46-44
lead into the locker room.
Anthony Slack ignited the
Redbirds to open up the second
half, pouring in seven of ISU's
first ten points in the period.
After Slack's bucket at the 16:18
mark gave the 'Birds a 5452
advantage, and started an 18-2
run. Holtz and Levi Dyer caught
fire from 3-point land, hitting
two threes apiece to lead ISU.
Eldridge had 27 points for
Illinois State.
The freshman Bogan -led
Southeast with 23 points and'six
rebounds in 24 minutes of
action. He was 8-of-10 from the
field and 7-of-I0 from the charity stripe

Us* Why
ow•lidalykrace Agim

TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
8 p.m
VERSUS - Heavyweights Hamm
Rahrnan (44-6-0) vs Sherman
Williams (33-10-0). super lightweights
Jesus Soto-Kenna (17-3-3) vs Juan
Buena§ 114-1-1). at Reeding. Pa
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
II p.m.
ESPN - Oregon at Arizona
GOLF
12 p.m
TGC - European PGA Tour Hong
Kong Open first round
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 -- 2K Sports College Hoops
Classic serruhnal teams IBA at New
York
11:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - 2K Sports College Hoops
Climax semdinal teams IRA at New
York
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m
TNT - San Antonio at Dallas
930 pm
TNT - Chicago at Phoenix
TENNIS
3 a.m.
E5PN2- ATP Masters Cup round
IA
ides,, Shanghai China
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Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Must Run Within 6 Day Period r

$8.25 Column
(A113 Ads

$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide,
11%1
\I.-.

$825 First Day

20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.

• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classihecis go into Smart Saver)
.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brow •
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 7
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Help Wanted

Help Warded

Notice

30 pm
Slate,

GENERAL
PUBLIC NOTICE

DePaul
is

robs.
2 pet
cas, 2
IT cham-

La Cocina Mexicana, LLC, 501 South 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention to
apply for a limited restaurant alcoholic beverage
by the drink beanie no later than November 12,
2007. The business to be licensed will be located
at 501 South 12th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071,
doing buainess as La Cocina Mexicana. The owner
is Chong Caxares of 102 Saratoga Drive, Murray,
KY 42071. Any person, association, corporation,
or body politic may protest the granting of the
license by writing the Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Trail, Frankfort,
KY 40601-8400, within 30 days of the date of this
legal publication.
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SQUARE
burgers
square fish, who start
ed that?! Sandra D's:
Real beef, Real fish
94E. 293-3816

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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LOST: Chocolate Lab
and Black Lab.
Running together. Live
in Canterbury
Subdivision. Call 7591180. 227-3377, or

293-5622

LOST female Golden
Retriever. Very light
colored, 3 years old,
with
collar
has
'Mitchell" on it. Purdom
Road area.
270-210-9247
060
Hdp Wonted

BUSY auto repair shop
looking for experi
enced ASE certified
(preferred) technician.
Paid on commission.
Please mail resume to
P.O. Box 266, Murray,
KY 42071.
BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part-time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
$16. Part-time RN
hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
$45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
P.O. Box
1040-0,
Murray, KY 42071.
CHURCH
ReceptionisVSecrefary
. 32-1/2 hours, 5 day
work week, need
excellent computer
skills. preferred. Send
resume Care of
Reverend Richard
Smrth, First United
Methodist Church 503
Maple Street Murray,
KY 42071
CREDIT Manager
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard.
typing and telephone
skills Must be oi.dgoGood starting
mg
salary and benefits
person
in
Apply
between 8 30AM and
5PM. Background and
screening
drug
required poor to hire,

Is

s Cup round
inc

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all Ilsting,
on the jobnetwork sum
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

with kids?

NEED roommate to
take over lease at
Murray
Place
Apartments with 3
other females
226-9505
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FARMER'S Choice
FeedmIll.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd. Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office

Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.
FULL time child development teachers needed at Room to Grow
Preschool. Apply in
person 109 S. 13th St.
No phone calls please.
mainteFULL-TIME
nance position opening
benefits.
$8 per
with
hour, non-negotiable.
Must be able to bend.
stoop, and lift at least
50 lbs. Knowledge of
electrical, plumbing,
and light carpentry
Previous
required.
maintenance experipreferred.
ence
Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilldale Lane #301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE

FULL-TIME opening
for experienced security guard in Murray
area. Call 888-4827386 for interview
appointment.
FULL-TIME position
for optometric assistant. Will train. Send
resume to P.0 Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring a Truck
Stop Manager. This
position requires excelcommunication
lent
and sound decision making
abilities.
Applicant must also
exhibit strong leadership skills and have
Fuel Desk experience.
Max Fuel Express
offers competitive pay.
paid vacation after one
year of employment,
and a 401k plan If
please
interested,
send resume to Max
Fuel Express (BP),
2185 US Hwy 641N.
Murray, KY 42071
EOE
RECEPTIONIST. docoffice
tor's
Send
resume with rale:neces to P0 Box
Murray. KY
1040-13
42071

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions to)
Circulation Department
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Time.
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls
Trigg County Hospital
is accepting applications for a
Nurse Practitioner
or Physician's Assistant
in our Primary Care Clinic
Must possess a license to practice as a
Nurse Practitioner issued by the
Kentucky Board of Nursing.

SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online at:
www.trigghospital.org
Equal Opportunity Employer
WI). Sleek Construction Scrt ices, I I.( '.
VVe are. ii ConuncrerallIndwdrial ;therm!
Contractor tousled in Nlurra), KV, performing
1k-sign Build/Fast .1 rack projects. Through
our great Irani id professionals our grow th has
created the folloning openings
opportunities Come grow sith us-1
PROJECT MANAGER-ON SITE
Oak Ridge Ned Labs
Oak Ridge. TS
ESTIMA TOR - COMMERCIAL/NM

S TN/ li.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTIOS
SUPERWENDANTCOMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
LOCAL & OUT OF STATE
GENERAL TRADES- ROUGH CARPENTR1
FORMING - CONCRETE
We offer a competitor ,untpreudian paeAagt
cornmeal:irate wiik expel-ion.r A qualificairom,
Send esume. and/or letter of mien:id io
wdvtrele@murray.ky.net

or fax to 270-761-9171
E.O.E.

M/F D/V

PART-TIME COOK (Mayfield) - position
responsible for preparation of breakfast,
lunch, and dinner for residents/staff of the
Fuller Center on weekends/holidays as well
as maintenance of the kitchen. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma or GED, valid KY
drivers license/safe record. Minimum
Salary: S6.77 per hour. Send resume to:
Anne Thurman, Tour Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah. KY
42001 Open until filled. FOE

Check us out on the Web!

Merchandise

University
Store. Murray State
University
Full-time,
12 month position to
begin December 2007
Manager,

OuallfIcations:

Bachelors degree and
progressive management experience in a
retail or bookstore setting is required. Must
have strong organizational skills and the
ability to multi-task.
Candidate must have a
working knowledge of
cash registers, credit
card machines and
Microsoft Office. Must
be able to work extended hours including
nights and weekends.
Responsibilities:
Responsible for the
store in the absence of
Director or Assistant
Director for managing
all supply, general merchandise, supervision
of full-time employees,
night and weekend
personnel, and student
workers.
Actively
supervises the receiving, marking, stocking,
and return of general
merchandise.
Operates cash register
and processes end of
day
readings.
Responsible for selection/set-up ol merchandise for aft outside
events. Application
Deadline: November
30, 2007. To Apply:
Send letter of application, resume, and the
names,
addresses,
and phone numbers of
three professional references to: Search
Committee
Chair,
University Bookstore,
Murray
State
University, 201 CUITIS
Center, Murray, KY
42071-3312. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray
State
University is an Equal
Education
and
Employment
Epportunity, M/F/D, AA
Employer.
GRAPHIC Artist needed. Please send
resume to
info di tmagegraphicstnc.net or to Image
Graphics P.O. Box
996 Paducah, KY
42003. NO PHONE
CALLS. Must have
college degree & portfolio
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson. Part-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture,
3060 Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following
positions.
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime, SRNA weekend
option 6A-6P or 6P-6A.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield.
KY 42066
IMMEDIATE opening
for dependable and
enthusiastic people for
full-time position to set
appointments for local
business Salary plus
bonuses Call after
12PM 753-3920
LOCAL truck driver
wanted. Murray, KY

area. 3 years over the
road experience.
(270)489-2138
NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week.
I -888-974-JOBS
TO79110507

060
Nab Reeled
MAX Fuel Express is
accepting applications
for Customer Service
Representative. We
are looking for aggressive reps that make
customer service their
number one priority.
Retail experience preferred but will train the
right person. Please
apply in person at Max
Fuel Express 1302
Main St. or 506 North
4th St. Murray.

i
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FOR Sale: wooden
telephone poles &
fence post. Creosote
treated. Will deliver.
731-782-6180
RETAIL business for
Sale: Murray Babies in
Bloom. 270-336-6118

Computer
ConnectionConnection
403 Sycamore- /52-0438
Computer Saes/Service
Networking Senna
Laser Praia & tepee kir

tions for all positions

MOM COMPUTERS

and all shifts. Apply

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

person

at Sonic

Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray,

KY. No

phone calls.

travelke2 expenses.
(270)36241301 or

(270)703-2420
WANTED: Pan time
Executive Director
Angels Community
Clinic is in need of an
ARNP/RN as the
Executive Director.
This position is part
time Monday,
Wednesday and
Thursday about 25
hours a week. Anyone
interested may mail a
resume to Angels
Community Clinic,
1005 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may bring your
resume by the clinic
office MondayThursday 8:30-4:00
SKYLINE
Communications
is
now accepting applications for cabling technicians. Must be 21
years old, have valid
driver's license & willing to travel. No experience
necessary.
Benefits
available.
270-227-0396, 270293-6390, if no answer
leave message.
STEVEN G. Sacora.
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant,
Staff
CPA.
preferably
Benefits include 4-day
work week. Email
to
resume
steve sacora.com.
070
Pedigo Wanted

RECEPTIONIST
or
Clerical. Four years
experience. Familia
with Word. Excel, cus
tomer service, book
keeping, accounting,
equipment.
office
Dependable. trustworthy. References
270-559-8697

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HEY Moms and Dads:
are you looking for
childcare?
quality
Academy
Kidztown
has it and openings for
ages 6 weeks-4 years.
Call 761-5439 for info
or come by 810
Whitnell and take a
look!
I clean homes and
businesses. Cell
phone
1(616)835-8647

WARD Ell(INS

(270) 753-1713

ANTIQUES, Call

iliP

obis Homes For Sala

***OWNER
FINANCE***

FINANCE***

I

No
Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
28R IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $350 month.
Call 753-2222.

Larry

OWNER

753-3633

FINANCING***

No Credit Check!
1999 model 3.815 28A
singiewide, pool. Clean
& nice. $3,500 down,
$495 monthly.
753-2222

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks

and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S: 12th,
Murray.
Midis
For See

12'X24' storage build
rig w/front porch, new.
$3,900 firm. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531
2001 EZ-Go golf cart.
Recent service. Green,
gas. windshield, backseat, excellent condition. $2,800. 753-2781
AMANA washer/dryer,
$150. King size bed,
$150. Dresser set
$50,(270)205-5358
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 SiZe 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Calloway County
Pictorial History 8.
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
C inemax
Programming starts at
$2999 per mo. a $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley

Antenna

STRAW for sale. $2.50

bale. 227-7352.
753-4582
Call us we

will be
glad to help.

2271
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
2BR, 2BA.
Large
Yard. 3 Bay shop with
Central
Heat/Air.
$450/month
for
home, $650/month for
shop or $1000/month
for both. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental, Call
761-RENT.
31311 Doublewide, w&cl
hook-up, $350/month
+ deposit. 497 Post
Oak Drive.
753-4228 leave message.
NICE 2BR

No pets.

753-9866.
SMALL 2BR in country
References required.
759-1837
320
ApirtnneAl RN

Runt I

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970

**OWNER
Financing**

28x66, 468, 28A,
$5.000 down, $650.00
month, Murray near
lake.(270)753-1011
94

NICE 3br, 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45,900 near
Lynn Grove. Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
I BR, appliances furnished, lmi form
MSU. 227-7298
IBR, various locations,
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1

1
1

.8111111
subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

1
1
1
1 Home Delivery
Local Mall
3 me. -........428.00
3
me.
6...
1 yn-.-499.00 6 am -460.00
1 yr. --....-4104.00
1

LEDGER &TIMES

AU Other Mail
Subalpine
3 me.--$76.511 3 me.
'se.
--MAI
6eao.-11118811
n-3128.01 I yr.-3143.N
Rest of KY/TN
Merle.a Rua Arun

I Check
1
Name

Money

Order

Visa

WC

I St. Address
City

I

State

I

Daytime Ph.

Zip

with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times

Mail this coupon

Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

280

**OWNER

&

for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
Satellite

LIQUIDATION Sale!
All 2006 Homes must
Unbelievable
Deals!
Furniture
included at NO additional costil
Call now
731-584-9429

go

Financing**

2005 24x56, 38R,
2BA, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

150

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood menu
lectured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 1011 front
porch and brick Nadne
skirting. 2BR, 1BA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
2BR, fenced-in 1/2
acre lot, $10,500.
753-6012

BALDWIN piano,
excellent condition
$1,500 060
(270)205-0693

***OWNER

140
Wades Buy

ORGANIST needed
for 10:00AM services
near Kentucky Dam
State Park, salary &

USED APPLIANCES

No Credit Check! 3BR
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
Large
deck.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222

NOW taking applica-

In

LARGE
SELECTION

220

[angle_
Now hiring
smiling faces for
Night Shift.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.

61=12

Childcare

IF you need assistance
with
doctor
visits,
shooing or daily elder
care services, call
Debbie at 270-7033876.
References
available. Marshall and
Calloway Counties

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (870) 763-1916
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320
Fa Rea

1

1BR
washer/dryer
hook-up, carport No
pets $335 monthly
293-6070
2 bedroom. all appliances.
Cambridge
area. 293-8968
2 or 3BR duplex,
CA-VA 1 or 2BR apt.
753-1252 day, 7530606 night. 761,3694
IBA duplex
2EIR
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr. 270-753-0259
"Tf9 EatilY Drive 2BR
IBA. washer, dryer.
stove refrigerator fur.
coshed. new CAVA
Smoke-free Water.
yard work included
$450/mo
270-227-5722

2811, 1 -Bath in Hazel,
C/H/A, appliances fur
rushed, no pets references
&
deposit
required
(731)4988312 after 5 00prn
3-BR, 2BA, Bunt.
wraparound deck, 1/2
bilt to hospital $700
mo 293-8989

28F1 duplex. niCe,
CAVA. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

908 Millwood 2BR/1
bath
apartment
$395/mo
No pets
Lease,
references.
deposit required
727-3331

Livestock &&upedas
1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trader New tires.
great condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

3BR 20A,
$450'month No pets 701
Broad St
270-293-4602

Melds

3BR, 1I3A In town
$450/month
plus
deposit Cornerstone
Really & Rental
761 -RENT
HAZEL 36R. Lease
deposit. 492-8526

28R, w/d -hookup, no
pets. $355 monthly_
Call 293-6070

DOG Obedience
436-2858
puppies
SHIH-TZU
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

38R
IBA, newly
remodeled for mkt or
rent Owner financing
considered
270-848-0044

38R. IBA, Bock, 306
S 15th. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

219R 28A, garage, all
appliances 5650.
436-5685

UPSCALE residence
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Dr City utilities and
schools All electric 2
car garage
Large
fenced yard New central HVAC system
Annual lease $900
monthly Ray
270-767-0615

YARD SALE
1656 College
Terrace
Fri., Nov. 16
8AM-2PM
furniture • vintage
sofa, chairs
Household items,
collectibles, cabinets. & lots of
other items

MOVING SALE
333 West Drive
(East Y
Subdivision)
Saturday only 8-?

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer $345ano
(270)759-5885
or
/270)293-7085

freezer, kid's toys.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate
DUPLEX apartment
Like new located in
Northwood Carport
2W all appliances
with gas heat and central air $495 per
month Phone '
753-3018
DUPLEX. 2-607-1 1/2
bath all appliances
$525mo 436-5685
DUPLEX 1300A
Valleywood Dr
$400mo 759-9920 or
293-1446
EXTRA large extra
nice
26R
2 5BA.
C'H'A. well located
r405 B Valleywood
5595 753-3018
University:
NEAR
Extra large. 2 bedroom apt with very
large living room. all
appliances
incl.
washer & dryer Lots
of
closet spac•.
Central else heat and
air $350 deposit,
5350 mo . $250 mo.
1st 2 mos 270-2275006 8am to 5pm for
appointment
NICE 2BR duple.
Carport No pets 227
3054 or 753-7457
NON SMOKING tEIR
unfurnished apt . water
paid evadable now, no
pets 753-5960
NOW LEASING
I 2 a 3bedroom Apfs
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at WO Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO 91-800-648-6056

SL E PING rooms No
guests No cooking No
References
oodles
requited $1 50 rT•00th
'67 gni'

2 3 & 48F1 houses
deposit
&
leaf*
required 753-4109

38A house SU
753-3415

Hatchett Real Estate and Auction
520 Wilkins Road • Benton. KY
C.K. Hatchett - Broker and Auctioneer 270-527-2044

r

&asps
5 to 295 acres West
Calloway Possibe
owner financing
489-2116, leave messacie
294 acres of Prime
hunting land' Located
in Blood River area
Features 3 creeks and
1 pond Cornerstone
Realty & Rental. Call
761 -SELL for Bonnie

UM:GESS
SI I I -SIMI %GI%

J&I. RENTALS.
MINI-STORAGE
,„

Now renting
S 41h St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 Or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
"inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
.we sell boxes,
"We rent U Hauls
753-9600
370
Noy
For Saki
94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
$76,900
753-5856

293-7127

INDOOR
MOVING SALE
397
Whiteoak Or,
94E to 280

28R House in Murray,
located 206 Walnut
(731)584-8050

& ATVs

i

fialAuto Pats

"'OWNER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Check'
Clean & nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1.292 sq.h..
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
$475 month. Call
Ruth*(270)753-2222
FOR Sale/Lease MO
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt
270-759-9046.
270-978-3953

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

ruu

Vsklels

Since 1986

24 noun senvice
Res., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Saturday, Nov. 17, 2007•10 a.m.
At the thin Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grose, KY.
From Mayfield take Hwy. 121 through Coldwater, turn onto Hwy. 11136,
follow to auction. From Murray take Hwy.94 nest to Lynn Grose, KY.
See auction signs • will be selling two estates. Will be an all chi,. auction.
A like new side by side refngerator - frost free refrigerator - like new electric cook
clove- like new set of Maytag washer & dryer - like new Bassett sofa- like new
rechner by Lane - other sofas & recliners - odd chairs - nice coffee and end tables
- table lamps - color t.v.'s with remotes - nice marble top lamp table - fine Willett
4 piece cherry bedroom suite- 3 other nice bedroom suites - two nice queen beds
with springs & mattresses - nice odd chest & vanities - 2 antique dressers - nice
bookshelf- 2 nice entertainment cabinets, one oak - oak 3 drawer file cabinet - like
new electric treadrni/1- Air Plus bicycle exerciser' nice bevel edge mirror • nice
framed pictures - fine piano - gun cabinet - knee hole desk - electric sewing
machine' nice cherry table w/b chairs and matching buffet - nice table w/6 chairs
and matching china cabinet maple table w/6 chairs - round oak table w/4 ladder
back chairs - two small glass door dish cabinets, sliding doors - nice set of
Theodore Haviland china, apple blossom pattern - also some other good old glass
& china and dishes - clean pots & pans- baking dishes - small kitchen appliances
- flatware- cast iron pieces - Christmas decorations - old light bulbs- new portable
generator Elite Series 5500 running- watts 8500 starting watts with Briggs motor
- nice large chest freezer - nice Remington 1100 L.T. 20 ga. raised - rib - a Savage
12 ga. pump model XLI 3- chamber shotgun - a Colt P.T.F.A. diamond back 38
Special -nice 1988 Ford 350 truck with a overhead door 16'long 7 high 90- wide
- Craftsman 230 amps dual range Lincoln Arch welder -table top dnll press - table
top band saw - Master Mechanic- 10- table saw - metal work bench - 6" dual light
grinder - some 1/4" handle & sockets - Craftsman router- DeWall router - small
air compressor - furniture clamps - trailer ramps - wash kettle - bottle jack - pipe
wrenches - Malta:, drill motor- tobacco pegs - tobacco knives- single axle trailer,
lawn mower or 4-wheeler hauler - shop vac 10 gal. crock - kerosene lamp - 7
pieces of allcaband - chain saws - 3 pt. light pole - 3 pr. 3 bottom M.F. plow - 3
p I. two row cultivator - 3 pr. grader blade' one horse turning plow - horse drawn
double shoule - small lawn mower trailer Other items not listed.

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, pick-up. delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL - Auctioneer & Broker 767-9223
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333

'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays

at Estate Auction

*is tti

Thursday, December 6th,2007
600 PM

I.tX'ATI(tN: 132 Grayson Drive, Murray. K1'
oltriarcrest Subdivision). [Mao Hey. 94 or 1-fs• y. 1 21 Take Jr ihrim
Nohollson Komi Ulm N 16601. Proceed To Auction Site Signs Pst
aed!!

3 BEDROOM
2 BATH NEW
CONSTRUCTION
HOME
REAL ESTATE- +/- 1800 Sy, Ft. 3 Bedroom 2 Bath Brick/Vinyl
Mime Featuring An Upon Floor Plan w/ Sp:a:hats Master Suite,
Living Room, Kitchen sv/ All Brand New Stainless Mist Appliances.
and Laundry Room. Interior Amenities Include Hardwood Floors,
Tile. Carpel. Trey And Vaulted Ceilings w/ (*iv not Molding, Cutuini
K lichen Cabinets, A Large Walk In Closet In The Master Suite And
iacuzzi Tub In Master Bathroom,'Quality Features t )uaside 11w !tome
Include A 2 Car Garage, Concrete Driveway And A Large Covered
Back Porch Situated(hi A Spacious 1.andscaptal Corner Lot.
\I 55

oNs. I I'll I I I oN 11911 is 11(1\11
1111 111() SIll 1(1 '.1
IsIths 11 s 1 SIINI II'..". kti\I StIltlt Sl.ts1
frail I'll 1ticfirm Ili.lt1 (),i Sae!!
Real
frac
'oil, 1 in, e.
acsilas Sorer/flirt 2711, -I,4o-1r,entinn

ON SITE FINANCING PROVIDED RV CS BAN K OF NW ItRAV
FROM 3:00-6:00 PM ON DATE OF AUCTION

BROKER PARTICIPATION IS WELCOME
REAL ES1ATE TERMs: 15'. I irm n iSis of Sale tialance in .30 kiy‘. Yom
View Ps- 15.4.crt• A nsonia
Contacting The Selling Agents.

Ilig
o7.7/.

114K

ii. DITITI:
(TIO%

A 1...r.otor to t mot W1,144,14,1 v.,,,r
31m5 St. Rt. 41:t North a Mayfield, KY 42066
(770)747 3753 • 000 380 4318
\Batt our Watisno• www.txarrlsauctluns,ctalt

!;444

r. •

notv haw,
For hstth. 4.4.44.•• h "
Iterte P %1,•

Beautiful 1:11111 15+ acres. 3BR. 2.58A.
Nev. appliances. Great front porch
and landscaping

PUBLIC AUCTION

4460 BUCHANAN ROAD - PARIS,TENNESSEE
Directions: From Pans, take Hwy. 79N, 2 8/10 miles from last redlight
in Pans to Hwy. 218N 44110 miles to sale site.
Ill v•rls lug

\I I

SIR lit tush Sit 1,10 ilk!\i, 1101\1 Ms I tilt)
71 1

11L41411*.

•--4

k 1 11)\

I nn
I

11111116.-W

ANTIQUE
CARS ,
'76

51450 &airman Convertibre wan
Halt and &Atop IDS 000 Mies L•e
New.

79 VW Comenta• min 91.000 &chati
min 'as motor mot rebuilt motoo cogtnal ownsr I mensal and complete Nstory
vicar Grow Shape aa drainer

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
• Oliff CATF.RFILLAR • Excellent Condition •
1)5 96 .1 CATERPILLAR fie. Blade and
l'odertemspe (pearh awl ettellcm coralition

alS
• tiecLIci & Koch
model 9617
GUcN
model HK 91.1. 22 cal • Bro•ning model
Si) AB H 270 Cal • Knight model black
night 50 BP Cal • Marlin model 1895 cal
4S -MC • lien England model 12.6ADB%H. 12 • Savage model 4(94 22 REM cal.
• Winchester model 50 12 G auto •
Remington model 7400 241 auto• Smith &
Mesvm model target mark It VS 22 LB •
Smith& Wesson model ankei ght Ill special
• 1-$11 model DO 45 sal • Mossherg model
635 LIMAG 12 gauge • Night goggles
• Relict

FARM EQUIPMENT
.61am-role 50 unworn walkal Man hal nun gocd•
12.11POST SIx Chalmteh Traders •259O Cat NO hp.Cab
ak dials
rur • Amp. morn• Nor 11 Ord V
Lir talal less elm:0 aim•25. nI490 owe will
an mended Oen and Swap •t Han oho llnd
Dia eel? Nate • laia Dwelt thalt • If 211Ab
OLimm bubo,• yr, Hews rialkarr•540 HMO
road hem •31110.* plower 1835•110081•CoOp•
Ile own'•Cralrearkmg pletesdiktadosh Rune
dna.3 pas loth* let lift • Hay Ow tiWitt aught
bur ilrin •IV gamed aok oda•itebudr - as
loll up adc rairi, 10' had laad pputEd
seeder ban Bo% Nak 7 terry ter•Pass now • 1
p had •Peel tas,100plisieilleel•LP. 11:01
sake'Coe gecko All kadr eficeb•Welike•Heatt•
or•• Lint frame metal snits

10% BUYER PREMIUM

NICKY JOE STAFFORD
REAL ESTATE AND AUCTION
15928 N Highland Drive • McKenzie TN • 352-2761 or 352-3426

TM:12"
,

JOE

PROM"
•rai
1.96 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$69 900 Only one,
Call owner
615-515-5550

47 5 acres. 35 acres
pram row crop land
Located 94E, CM 270753-1323 est 120

JOBS

NICKY STAFFORD AUCTIONEER • LICENSE 8 817 • FIRM #266

a

Nice 3 or 4 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath
house in Candlelite Subdivision.
Newly decorated, fireplace in living
room. wood stove in full basement,
nice screened in porch. attached
garage. large wooded lot. $142,500.

753-6855

www stanord-realestate coot

4 444 • 22- ,64.4

11811151817r
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too snulL
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
('731)363-3511

'CON
STOR 2
w/Gas
approx.
Grayso
Call :.
OWE.:

[
13111
5arrkss Mune
PAINT to Please Mike
Espinosa
270-970-7193(c).
270-873-2233(h)
SEMI -RETIRED
Carpenter Start immediately R L Woods
753,9440

[
111:1
5wvicon Mond
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
12701293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gullet Cleaning

Screen Repair
raw f snmiires

•PATT
OWNE
Displa
for V
Windo
Baths.
Finan•
ments
2008.
$99.1,
800-2

•SAW
$2990
LOGS
LUM:
own
band
dens
www.
tries
Inforn
1363-

"Car
Heav
Soho,
progr
Bulld
Loca
asst.

Now.
888-EL
(ND
IdER
lishe
Cont
licen
w/5+
indu
Cont

day 50
to
Lou
727.

it willerspere maim,IR
In..lure,, ilthe1cd I.. in ...Mil l.awituJnonited amen Malta* at*,awn
and ayeara of WM. krtnounkviwiwk mak rim 4 sale take preedente user ans rnar MInOlIgkernent•
Sr rrspochtbk I,. nwdents

Cornerstone Realty & Rental,
call 76I-SEI,I,for Ronnie Byerly.

puildin.
600-32
w.s
ings.co

abili
401

Farm Equipment - Antique Cars
Heavy Equipment - Guns

Ord4-r4114.

•20TH •
Sale!! A
discoun
On high
Pudding

.
00•

FOR SALE OR LEASE

.41 Sr..,
adwrinang5. nral r.441.
iii.
or,•
4nr
Mai 49 JutrIthp,
.

1-502-2.

ESC:

Saturday, November 17 - 10 A.M.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

•ADVER
can pia.
classitie'
Kentuck
for as let
One or.
inent. F
Contact
nepartm

Auction held rain or shine. Lunch available.
v
Not responsiblefor accidents.
For more infonnation and your auction needs phone

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
sink & tree work.

•

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!

Ia.,,orPhi db.rrr.
•r..6air n.r441

APR registered York*
poppies CKC registered pug puppies
APR
registered
puppies
Paprchon
very cute snots 8
wormed
(731)782-6199

Hill Electric

2005 Equinox AWD,
AAA HANDYMAN
$10,000
All types of carpentry,
Saturday
2002 F150 4dr, 484,
additions. decks
$5,300_
Hauling, clean up kink
Nov. 16& 17
2002 Chevy Z71 4
Garage. yards.
door. $8.800.
9-5
buildings
Prix,
2002 Grand
Prompt dependable
IMMLDI \ II
$4,100.
Free estimates
DENT RI 1111'
HUGE SALE
Mountaineer
1999
',II too,
35 yrs experience
693 Walston Rd
AWD. leather, sunroof,
7
ds‘
,
'
Anytime 753-9210
Off Coles
$4,900
,1,
/iii I
Campground'
2000 Anima GXE, ALL Carpentry.
www.ervatis crop
Wells Purdom
etivsoiver•
Additions, Framing,
$4.500.
Saturday
Termite
Q7017111 -I it 1‘11
C&K 705-5973 any- Water &
100
Damage. Larry Nimmo
time
227-0587
IV
INVESTOR Speciai
www.C&Kqualitycarsb
Benton 2.000 sq ft 3 estprice.corn
APPLIANCE REPAIR
chtlOrerl s
bdroom. Needs paint A
2004 Cherokee V6 SERVICE & PARTS
011505, chnstmas
carpel.
Assessed 4•4, red, automatic, (270) 293-8726 OR
.rmarnents. VCR
$97K. Special $75.9K
loaded, 36,900 miles. 759-5534
.•./t) player lurnarm.
Call 270 978.1829
$13,000. 293-1943
Chuck Van Buren
I... ',rating iteirls
Construction' '99
NEW
Jeep
Grand
id trailer
1SP1 I 11.1.
3BR, 2BA
Large Cherokee Limited. All
tiros.
\I
rooms, vaulted ceiling, options, 123,000 miles,
Master
bath
with leather, good tires, nice
itltf
Hardwood car $9.000. 753-8428
Jacuzzi
flooring Cornerstone after 6PM.
WE Pay More $US
7,:07-112.;11I
Really & Rental. Call
For houses any cond
753-15.3-7
761-SELL for Bonnie
& area 270 978 1829
Used Cars
BACKHOE & '
TRUCKING
04 Nissan Sentra
ROY HILL.
1 8S
621( miles,
Septic system, gravel
extended warranty to
white rock
1001<, power, good
436-2113
condition $7,400 Call
2 Story ()like Hoildint4
Dozer work & Track
753-2113
Vase
Located tit 901 St'atIlittt•
51
CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Campos
• 2.111141124,11110
1,11
Painting. Cleaning
1111.1111
/
4
mg
as
.1114111c
it
needed
1141
270- 227-6606
1982 Prowler 24t1
II,
camper trailer Can be 731-498-8904
1 2701 751-81;; fn. 1 1(
NADEAU'S
seen at 1303 Story
,
1 is eil belt
CcanstructIon
Ave 753-6538
'Flooring -Decks
lit Hot st s
•Vinyl siding -All
construction.
NEW
Home Improvements
‘I13 Local.
116
FSBO.
(270)978-2111
tii) Condition Thoroughbred Drive
Licensed/Insured
Vb IA
i'I)IiiiiMurray Estates 48R
LAM
Cleaning
DAVID'S
iris
2 SBA, breakfast room,
LAWN SERVIt E
Service All external
family room Priced to
Mowing, Manicuring,
270-761-1111 1
Vinyl,
cleaning
fences.
sell, $259,000 Will
Landscaping &
etc. (270)527-7176
consider reasonable
leaf Vaiuuming
offer 753-3966.
ONJ HANDYMAN
Satmlaitton guaranteed
293-9747. 752-0624
We do all the odd lobs
753-11116 '227-0611
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438
Friday &

sl Prop For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905.
2911480
VERY rem commercial
budding for lease in
Hazel, KY Over 8 800
S F Great for retail.
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot. central
Ns and security system, $1,806vmo
270-293-9349

n000nerst j

753-9562
2006 Kawasaki Vulcan
1500 Classic. Black,
less than 5,000 miles,
one owner, $8,450.
2004 PW 50 Yamaha.
Like new, one owner.
5700. 753-7861

[
gria
llomes For Solo

1996 Ford Contour.
verythmg must go,

PUBLIC AUCTION

Friday, November 23, 2007• 10 &Jinn.
Location: Yarbrough Lane. New Concord Commusity
Directions to Sate: take 121 South 01 Murray approx. K miles, turn nght
Shoemaker Road, turn right Yarbrough Lane, watch for signs.
House 53 acres ± and barn, wood working shop, tractor, Lincoln and personal property..
Real Estate: 3 bedroom, 2 bath house on 2-1/2 acres approx. over 3,000
st4 0 under rod- sold 114 tract 1 and in combination with acreage complete
cattle operation, pasture, barn, pond, and wood plank fence sold in tracts
and in combination. Wood working shop on approx I acre in tract and
combination Lot of wildlife.
Personal Property: Deer rifle, Black Powder Piston shotgun, 801 Ford
tractor, bushhog, grader blade. box blade with teeth, log barn to be moved,
1991 Lincoln. riding mowers, furniture, collectables, carpenter tools, lots
of hardware, building matenals, windows, farm items, and nusc
Open House • Saturday. Nov. 17th • 10 ctn. to Noon
Open House • Tuesday, Nov. 20th •4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Sale coruhicted personal properts cash or check day of sale. $1.000
deposit per tract on real estate Announcements made day of sale take
precedence over written matter

Furniture, fridge.
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

and more

294 i toTith-biftrtiodeposer 976-0742

Richardson Estate Auction

swiss

-11113
1kware For Mat

Murray Ledger & Timm.:

[
133
Serstess Offered
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free esti
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
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E
A
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CLASSIFIEDS

•Sturrev Ledger & limes

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADVERTISERS You
Can piece a 25-word
Classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order, one payment For information,
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
*20TH ANNIVERSARY
Sale!! Additional winter
discounts. Great prices
on high quality, all steel
buildings.
Sentinel
pudding
Systems,
800-327-0790. ad 26.
www.sentinelbuildings.corn

of
.es
•le
or
age
18
tele
•le
ight
all
ipe
der
7

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
•CONVENIENCE
STORE/Outdoor Shop
w/Gas Tanks. St. Rt. 7,
approx. 2 miles from
Grayson Lake Manna.
Call Bob at Century 21
BWE,606-923-9341.

•U-First Financial needs
Marketing/Analysts to
train
for
Branch
Management Position.
Must be independent
self
motivated and
BUSINESS
detail onented. Training
SERVICES
for
Certification
.ATTENTION HOME- Provided. Please fax
OWNERS WANTED" resume 800-617-7965.
Display Homes Wanted
INSTRUCTIONAL
for Vinyl Siding -

awn

0
23

f

Windows - Roofs "ATTEND COLLEGE
Baths.
Guaranteed ONLINE
from home.
Financing! No payMedical,
business,
ments until
March
paralegal, computers,
Starting
2008.
at criminal
justice. Job
$99.00 Month. Call 1placement assistance.
800-251-0843.
Financial aid and computer provided if qualiFOR SALE
fied. Call 866-858'SAWMILLS from only 2
1
2
1
,
$2990.00- Convert your www.OnlineTidewaterT
LOGS TO VALUABLE ech.com
LUMBER with your
LIVESTOCK/LIVEown Norwood portable
STOCK FOR SALE
band sawmill. Log skidders also available.
"West Kentucky Select
www.norwoodindusBred Heifer Sale Sat.
tries.comFREE
Nov. 17, 1200 noon
Information: 1-800-578175 Spring
Calving
1363- Ext.500-A,
Heif ers
www.ca.uky.edu/bredHELP WANTED
heti er/Ky-Tenn
""Can You Dig It?" Livestock Guthne KY.
Heavy
Equipment
School. 3 wk training
REAL ESTATE
program. Backhoes,
'Lake
Bargain' 1+ acre
Bulldozers, Trackhoes.
Local job placement lake access with free
asst. Start digging dirt boat slips $29,900
Now. 866-362-6497 or Great terms Call 800704-3154
888-707-6886.
•ELECTRIC IANS
INDUSTRIAL/ COMMERCIAL: Well established
electrical
Contractor
seeking
licensed electricians
w/5+ yrs exp. in an
industrial/ commercial
Controls environment.
Excellent pay w/medreal, dental, option life,
100% paid life and disinsurance,
ability
401(k) and paid holidays. Fax resume to
502/992-3734 or mail
to PO Box 37270,
Louisville, KY 402337270. EOE- M/F/DN

01..!

seeking a ki-erne tan.tor
Responsibilities(
requirements: arrange
furniture for campus
events. operate vacuum and carpet extraction machines. clean
restrooms, windows,
floors, buses and other
areas as assigned, ability to lift up to 75
pounds, ability to walk
and stand for long penods of time, willing to
rierasuonally work overtime/odd hours depending on special events,
communicate orally and
in writing, and take
direction from lead janitor and supervisory staff
that require flexibility
and willingness to perform laborious tasks.
Submit
resume
to
kfleming@ sullivan.edu
or Kim Fleming, 3101
Bardstown
Road,
Louisville, KY 40205.
EOE

Equipment
'Heavy
Operator Training 1-4
week training programs
Located in Kentucky.
National
NCCER
Accreditation
Employment
As
www.amhet.com
18 6 6 - 2 8 0 - 5 8 36
American
Heavy
Equipment Training

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
'CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF/COUNTRY
CLUB, Georgetown
Voted *1 public access
golf
course
by
GolfWeek Magazine
Join us for your next
round or outing. Call
502-570-9849
•GUN SHOW!! Walton,
Ky - Nov. 17th, 18th
National Guard Armory
183 Beaver Road Sat.
9-5, Sun. 9-3. For information call 765-9140051 Buy! Sell! Trade!
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

'Driver.
Openings Class-A with
hairnet Local/ Regional
Runs FT/PT Available
(2 YR Recent Exp
Required)
502-4521
0
9
8
swwvabdrivers.com

'Driver
OWNER
OPERATORS needed
Late-Model Tractors for
EXPEDITED division
$1.53 plus FSC. Also
for TRUCKLOAD division, $1.00 plus FSC.
DEDICATED ROUTES
AVAILABLE, 800-8318737.
*Driver:
Owner
Operators
ONLY
Regional Freight from
Louisville.
$1.24pm
Average! Home often &
weekends. Plates available. NOT forced dispatch. Call Max at TAT!
1-800-511-0082.
'DRIVERS-DON'T
MISS THIS Special
Sign-On Bonus 36-43
cpm/$1.20pm,
$0
Lease/Teams Needed
Class A + 3 months
recent OTR required
800-635-8669
"Drivers-We
Have
Freight. 4 Regional
positions avail. immediately! CDL-A w/tanker
req'd. Call 877-4843061 or visit us at
www.oakleytransportc
om
'Regional
Flatbed
Drivers: NOW PAYING
$.40/mile!!!
Earn
$50,000 PLUS 6/0
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!! Great benefits including 401KI 6
mo. t/t & Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Transportation.
Inc.
800 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
www.wvtonline.conn
•WANT HOME WEEKLY WITH MORE PAY?
Run
Heartland's
Midwest
Regional!
$.45/mile company drivers $1.23 for Operators!
12
months
OTR
required. HEARTLAND
EXPRESS 1-800-4414953 www.heartlandexpress.com.
.We have regional drivers who'll earn over
$72,000 this year! How
much will YOU earn?
Home weekly! We simply offer more! HEARTLAND EXPRESS 1800 - 4 4 1 - 4 95 3
www.heartlandexpress.com.

Mese
TOTAL Nall Care
•Spa Pedicuresincludes
massage
chair
'Spa Manicures
'Acrylics- pink & white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located at Tangles in
Mason's Commons off
121 Bypass N, Gift certificates & package
special. For more information call 759-2369

Free Column
FREE kittens 2 males
1 female.
270-227-6951

Today's Smartest Accessory

'D

ee

Tree
esti-

7-0267
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Kentucky heritage has a lot of historic places

Don't let anyone tell you that Kentucky
doesn't have its share of historic places.
The state's historic sites are evident almost
everywhere you turn. From Appalachian
in the east to the
Purchase region in the
west, Kentucky has the
fourth highest number
of listings in the
National Register of
Historic Places, dating
from prehisionc times
Immediate
through the 20th centu-

530
41 TRUCK DRIVING
SCHOOL Training for
Swift, Werner & others.
Dedicated/Regional/Lo
cal. Approx. $50,000$70,000 yearly Home
1-800-883Weekly!
0171 Open 7 days a
week

•75 Driver Trainees
Now! For
Needed
Werner, TMC, US
Transport
Xpress,
America and Covenant.
No
Previous
Experience
needed
Class-A or B CDL
Training. 1-866-2443644 www.tatcdl.com
Sullivan Truck Amenca Training
klanitor
University (Louisville) is

'Insurance
Agents
(Licensed) to enroll
Medicare
several
Advantage/PDP plans
including the only one
that carried the AARP
name Leads and high
paying contracts available. (877) 311-1743.

•Adardion: OTR Devens
'Up to $3,000 Sign On
Choice of Fleets •
Affordable Benefits '
5% More Paid Miles
ROEHL
the
TAKE
HOME
MORE
BE
HOME MORE Garner.
Students
Welcome.
Class A req.d. FREE
COL training for qualified Military Vets 888867-6345
Go
Roehl com

Thursday, November

This year's "must-have' puts you in the
know. It's The Murray Ledger & Times,
and it gives you the day's most
important news in a concise, easy-toread format. Daily features include the
latest headlines from around the world;
neighborhood news; sports, business
and entertainment coverage; and a
variety of timely special sections. Take
advantage of our convenient home
delivery service, and read the
newspaper anytime, anywhere-over
coffee, during your morning commute, at
lunchtime or in the evening. After all, no
matter what the current trends, being
informed is always in style!

CEDGER&TIMES
For home delivery, call:
753-1916

ry.

Anyone who travels
Old & About Kentucky can visit hver
Kentucky and railroad towns, scenic main streets, old
courthouse squares, hisBy Gary P.
torn: neighborhoods,
West
African American hamSyndicated
lets, coal mining camps,
Columnist
roadside architecture
and beautiful rural landscapes.
Although lots of people like to plan
their trips down to the nth degree, if time is
not of essence, this is not necessary.
There's nothing wrong with planning, mind
you, but half the fun of traveling
Kentucky's back roads is to see what lies
around the next bend in the road. You can
become so structured in your planning that
when you do "discover" one of those
unplanned surprises, you'll be unable to
enjoy it.
A visit to your local or area visitor's
center is a good place to begin. Most have,
not only local, but regional and state, too.
A column like this can only give you
ideas and some suggestions of where to
find others. Everyone's interests are different. They are why Kentucky is such a
wonderful state to travel. There is truly
something for everyone regardless of age.
We'll all be hearing a lot in the near
future about the state's Abraham Lincoln
sites in preparation of the national Abraham
Lincoln Bicentennial Celebration that will
begin in 2008 and end in 2010.
Our 16th President was born in LaRue
County on February 12, 1809. The
Birthplace National Historic Site in
Hodgenville is gearing up with a revamped
look as the town and area readies for the
multitude of visitors. The entire state will
be displaying signage alluding to Lincoln

Photo provided

The Lincoln statute sits in front of the Lincoln Museum on the refurbished downtown
Square in Hodgenville.
and his very important relationship to
Kentucky. Some can already be seen on
Kentucky's interstates.
Other towns becoming heavily involved
in the Lincoln Bicentennial are
Elizabethtown, through its association with
Lincoln's parents: Lexington, the Mary
Todd Lincoln House; and Springfield, the
Mordecai Lincoln House.
Here are few more suggestions of historical note in Kentucky. •
The Old State House in Frankfort. It's
the earliest Greek revival building in all of
Kentucky, having been constructed in 1829.
In the central Kentucky town of
Danville is the Dr. Ephraim McDowell
House. Visitors can see where the first successful ovarian surgery was performed on
Christmas Day in 1809. The home and
garden is now a museum restored to its
19th century appearance.
The coal camp communities of Lynch,
Benham, Cumberland and Stearns, and

their historic districts are all listed in the
National Registrar of Historic Places. To
see the role that coal played in the United
States is an education in itself.
In western Kentucky you can visit the
historic antique district of Hazel near
Murray, and in Russellville there are probably more historic homes per capita than any
other town in Kentucky.
By no means is this all there is. It doesn't even scratch the surface. It is safe to
say that all of Kentucky's 120 counties
have something of histonc value to see.
If you want to research other places of
interest here are several web sites to
review:
National Register of Historic Places,
www.cr,nps.gov/nr/researchJnris.htm.
National Park Service's National
Register Travel Itineraries,
www.cr.nps.gov/nr/travel/index.htm
Kentucky Heritage Council, www.heritage.ky.gov.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, Nov. 16, 2007:
You will tend to express your
softer side. Others will respond
to that innate Scorptan magnetism. The problem will be that
many also respond to • your
active and dynamic mind. Often
you could be in the middle of
controversy. Knowing what you
want will be important. Property
and your personal life will be
subject to new opportunities.
Sometimes your decisions need
to be deliberate and quick. If
you are single, you find that you
might not always see eye to eye
with others, causing an element
of friction. If you are attached,
don't get caught up in details:
focus on the big picture.
AQUARIUS can and often will
challenge you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
definitely know
what you want. However, confusion seems to mark every question or situation. You are learning
patience, whether you like it or
not. You might need to question
several alternatives. Tonight
Find your friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to be a little less responsible than you are
right now. Others feel free to disagree with you and let you know
that you are full of malarkey. You
could feel as if you are in a
stressful situation. Tonight: If you
want to, bow out.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Take an overview of a
situation. Think in terms of new
***** You

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
mte otter Heath Cowrie ler:
Individuals without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses
Solutions with cnotces are easy. just call

Robert Billington Jr.
270-753-4751
robertjr@themurrayinsuranceagenry co
,

C•s4
,
Pert-011P4A1
Ri• AC-10/0 *MP

Anthem.+111

by Jacqueline Bluer
possibilities. When hitting an
obstacle, you might wonder why
you are continuing down the
same path. That question is an
excellent one and quite meaningful. Tonight: Reach out for
someone or something different.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Work with an individual
rather than attempt to change a

situation. You are likely to
encounter flak. If you approach
someone more sensitively, you
could get a different reaction. A
long talk is way overdue.
Tonight: Togetherness works.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others certainty are
commanding your time and
attention. You might feel a touch
burdened by their requests. You
are likely to think you have misheard someone. Stay calm and
instigate a quiet talk. Tonight:
Easy does it.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You really might need to
call it an early day. Someone
might not be getting where you
are coming from. Your serious
yet stable approach will make
quite a difference. Consider to
what others think. You don't have
to agree. Tonight: Get some

extra R and R.
tious with a partner makes a
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
huge difference and might pre**** The twinkle in your eye vent hurt feelings. Tonight: Treat
tells much more than perhaps yourself!
you would like everyone to know. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Consider what is important to **** Events combine with
you when making a decision. your energy. Suddenly you.gain
You might need to stop and think
an understanding that has been
before leaping into action.
unavailable up to this point:.1toti
Tonight: Where the fun is.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You might want to
rethink a !situation involving a
domestic matter more carefully.
Your attitude could cause friction
with a family member or a roommate. Stop rather than cause
yourself a problem. Have a long
talk. Tonight: Stay settled.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Keep talking about
what's on your mind. You will be
able to get past a problem if you
focus on what counts. Perhaps
gaining insight from an older relative or friend could be helpful.
Tonight: Find a pal or two to
carouse with.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Be more aware of what
you want to share with someone.
If you move or speak too quickly,
you could be sorry. Being cau****

just didn't put two and two
together. Nang in there with your

knowledge.
Tonight:
Togetherness counts.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Take your time making a
decision. Nothing has to be one
way or the other. In fact, you
might want to be more open
about different possibilities.
Sometimes you cause yourself
unnecessary problems. Tonight:
Your turn to vaniShl
BORN TODAY
0-town singer Trevor Penick
(1979), actor Burgess Meredith
(1908), figure skater Oksana
Baiul (1977)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacguelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Taste of Kentucky
This time of the year we have
many visitors
to our fine
state
and
many want to
eat our BarB-Oue, Burgoo, Derby
Pie, or our
famous Kentuckt
Hot
Brown. I
have never
burtasted
goo any better then the
one cook all
By Mr. Mom - day over an
Mark Anderson open flame in
a cast iron
kettle. Just picture the leaves
turning color & falling while smelling
wood burning. The ladies where
in the house grinding, cutting, and
chopping vegetables. The grandma was mixing the spice dip to
add to the burgoo. The men where
outside stiring with boat battles
the kettles over an fire. At the
end of the day pouring burgoo
into containers to freeze for the
upcoming winter months. Now
check out these recipes and enjoy
the taste of Kentucky.

Tried & True
Recipes

Kentucky Burgoo
By Mr. MOM
2 lbs pork shank
2 lbs veal shank
2 lbs. beef shank
2 lbs breast of lamb or goal
4 lb. hen
Optinal 2 pound rabbit and 2
pond deer shank
8 qts. water
1 i4
1 1/2 lbs Red potatoes
inch cubes)
1 1/2 lbs. onions chopped
1 bunch carrots chopped
2 green peppers chopped

2 c. chopped cabbage ground
or chopped
1 qt. tomato puree
2 c. whole corn (fresh or canned)
2 pods red pepper chopped
2 c. diced okra
2 c. lima beans
1 c. navy beans
I c. diced celery
Burgoo Dip ( see below)
Put all the meat into cold water
and bring slowly to a boil. Simmer until it is tender enough to
fall from the bones. Lift the meat
out of the stock. Cool and chop
up the meat, removing the bones.
pare potatoes and onions. Dice.
Return meat to stock and add
potatoes and onions and all the
other vegetables. Allow to simmer
along until thick. Burgoo should
be very thick, but still "soupy'.
Season along but not too much
until it is almost done. Add Burgoo Dip lust before the stew is
taken up.
Stir frequently with a long handled wooden paddle or spoon during the first part of the cooking
and almost constantly after it gets
thick.
We made ours in a 4 gallon
water-bath kettle and all in all it
cooked approximately 10 hours
Burgoo dip
Salt and cayenne to taste
Chopped parsley
Tabasco
A-1 sauce
Worcestershire sauce to taste
1 cup Kentucky Burbo
1/2 teaspoon liquid smoke

Kentucky Hot Brown
By Mr. MOM
2 tbsp. butter
1/4 c. flour
2 c. milk
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp Worcestershire sauce

1/4 c. Cheddar cheese. grated
1/4 c. Parmesan cheese, grated
1 lb. cooked turkey, sliced
1/2 lb. Ham, sliced
8 slices toast, trimmed of crust
4 slices tomato
8 strips bacon, cooked
4 oz. grated Parmesan cheese
melt butter in saucepan, add
flour and stir well. Add milk, cheeses
and seasonings. Cook stirring constantly until thick. In well greased
baking dish, arrange turkey & Ham
slices on toast and cover with
cheese sauce. Top with tomato
and bacon. Sprinkle with Parmesan cheese. Bake in preheated
425 degree oven until bubbly.

Kentucky Derby Pie
By Mr. MOM
3 large eggs
2/3 c. Brown sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
1 c. Dark Karo
1/3 c. melted butter
I tsp. vanilla
1 Tsp Kentucky Burbon
1 c. pecans whole
1/2 cup chopped pecans
1/2 c. chocolate chips
Mix everything together except
the pecan wholes. Take the unbake
pie crust and fork the bottom and
lay pecan wholes till the bottom
is covered. Pour into unbaked pie
crust and bake at 350 degrees
for 60 minutes Butterscotch chop
is a little differnt kind of taste.
my friend use to add resins also.
As far as Kentucky born daugther said " that's a keeper" and I
add that's KENTUCKY' It you have
a Kentucky recipe you would like
to share email us at mrmommurray Obellsouth.net or write Mr. Mom
at the Murray Ledger 4 Times.
Be Proud Kentucky'
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1 Monsieur s
wine
4 Polite word
7 Takes
a powder
11 Wallet stutter
12 Cinemax rival
13 Sultans cousin
14 Cyclotron target
15 Border
16 Graceful wrap
17 Seers card
19 Pays the landlady
21 Wily
22 Common
phrase
24 Big California
27 Tune for a diva
28 - noire
29 Tickles
32 Moon positions
340w'
35 Piercing
36 Craft or skill
37 Place for locks

39 Sierra Madre
gold
42 Declaim
44 Find (2 wds )
46 Brand for
Bowser
48 Scold
50 Mask feature
51 Stentorian
52 Ms Lupin°
53 Hubble component
54 Fail to win
55 Nile reptile
56 Foot-pound relative
DOWN
I Urgent
2 Elephant tusk
3 Fictional captain
4 Quiet'
5 Spain and
Portugal
6 Mercutio s pal
7 For tear that
8 P les up
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9 Cosmonaut s
station
10 Delhi honorific
11 Oily substances
18 Trunk item

20 Border St
23 Bad-mouth
25 Pass near
Pikes Peak
26 Legal matter
27 Pale gray
28 Make taboo
29 - - few
rounds
30 Not their
31 Aquarium
sight
32 Tender pod
33 Clutched
35 Massages
37 Element no
20
38 Open-air lobbies
39 Leering sort
40 Feeling
remorse
41 - out (withdraws)
43 Took a taxi
45 Archipelago
dot
46 Completely
47 Old card game
49 Breach
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